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ABSTRACT 
 Nanostructured alloys with finely dispersed precipitates are actively studied for designing materials 
tolerant to irradiation at high temperatures. The challenge is that nanostructures will often coarsen under 
elevated temperature irradiation or annealing, owing in part to radiation-enhanced diffusion. In this thesis, 
we propose a scheme to enhance the stability of nanostructure at high temperature or irradiation by 
forming stable compound formation. Thermal coarsening of precipitates of nominally pure alloy 
constituents and compounds were systematically studied in three systems: Ni-W binary, Cu-Mo-Si, Cu-
Nb-Si ternary. 1) In the Ni-W system, which forms compounds at low temperature but undergoes phase 
separation at high temperature, pre-irradiation at RT and post-annealing at 850 °C induced finely 
dispersed nanoprecipitation with a high number density inside grains. The precipitates were identified as 
carbides, however, these carbides experienced significant coarsening during high temperature annealing. 
The microstructures of the Cu alloys containing silicide forming constituents were more controllable and 
expected to have better thermal coarsening resistance. 2) In the Cu-Mo-Si system, where Mo is highly 
immiscible in Cu and forms stable silicides with Si, Si-rich Mo-Si nanoclusters were induced by RT 
irradiation. These pre-irradiated alloys revealed remarkable thermal coarsening resistance, which I 
attribute to a narrow initial particle size distribution, and a significantly reduced solubility of Mo in the 
Cu-rich matrix, owing to silicide formation, which is predicted by thermodynamic calculations using 
CALPHAD method. 3) I employed the same strategy to the Cu-Nb-Si system, where the immiscibility 
between Cu and Nb is less strong than Cu-Mo, and the Nb forms various stable silicides with Si. Si-rich 
Nb-Si clusters were still induced by RT Kr irradiation despite the reduced immiscibility in the Cu-Nb 
system, The Si-rich Nb-Si clusters also revealed much improved thermal coarsening resistance in 
comparison to (nearly) pure Nb in Cu-Nb binary. The findings in Cu-Mo-Si and Cu-Nb-Si demonstrated 
that coarsening resistance of nanoprecipitates can be significantly enhanced by taking advantage of stable 
compound formation and it can be used in the design of novel nanostructured materials for high 
temperature and nuclear application. 
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CHAPTER 1  
INTRODUCTION 
 Nanostructured alloys with finely dispersed precipitates are actively studied for designing materials that 
are tolerant to high levels of radiation damage and to long-term exposure to high temperatures [1-3]. For 
the case of radiation resistance, the motivation for using nanostructured materials is that, owing to the 
high density of interfacial sites between precipitates and matrix or between nanolayers, point defects 
generated by irradiation can be annihilated or trapped at these interfaces, therefore suppressing 
detrimental evolutions of the microstructure through long range diffusion. The first challenge however is 
that nanostructures will often coarsen under elevated temperature irradiation or annealing, owing largely 
to radiation-enhanced diffusion [2]. A second challenge relates to the synthesis of such nanostructured 
materials, optimized for radiation and thermal coarsening resistance. It has been proposed that these 
challenges could be addressed by taking advantage of self-organization reactions that induce the 
formation of stable, nanosized precipitates [4, 5]. Two specific implementations have been investigated. 
In the first approach, stable steady-state nanoprecipitates are obtained through the dynamical competition 
between thermally activated phase separation and irradiation-induced chemical mixing. This approach has 
been validated for a series of moderately immiscible Cu-X (X=Ag, Co, Fe, V, Nb) binary alloys [4, 6, 7] . 
In the second approach, a highly immiscible solute, such as Mo or W in Cu, is added to the material of 
interest, and a pre-irradiation at low temperature is used to induce the clustering of that element by 
intracascade processes. The resulting nanoclusters, whose size is comparable to or smaller than the largest 
displacement cascade size, have been shown to be very resistant to coarsening until thermal diffusion 
becomes significant [8-10]. This effect has been rationalized by considering the low solubility and low 
diffusivity of these immiscible elements [11, 12]. In ternary alloys with one highly immiscible solute and 
one moderately immiscible solute, the above two approaches can be combined to design more complex 
nanostructures: the low temperature irradiation can be used to seed the microstructure with a high number 
density of nanoclusters, whose presence constrains the evolution of the moderately immiscible solute 
during annealing or under irradiation. This combined approach has been recently validated in Cu-Nb-W, 
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resulting in the formation of W/Nb core/shell nanostructures with high resistance to coarsening during 
annealing at elevated temperatures [10, 13], and in Cu-Ag-W, resulting in the extension of the domain of 
compositional patterning of the Ag precipitates to temperatures much higher than those accessible in the 
binary Cu-Ag alloy [14, 15]. 
The above nanostructuring approaches have been investigated and validated so far for alloy systems 
undergoing phase separation between terminal solutions. Additional benefits can however be anticipated 
in alloy systems that form compounds. In particular, when low-temperature irradiation is employed to 
induce intracascade clustering of highly immiscible solutes, one can envision that, in multicomponent 
systems, compounds could form, possibly with non-equilibrium structure or chemistry. A prior study on 
Cu-TiB2 suggested for instance that RT irradiation induced the precipitation of mono-boride TiB 
nanoclusters, instead of the TiB2 equilibrium compound [16]. More importantly, the precipitation of a 
compound with a large heat of formation, e.g., silicides in Cu [17, 18], can further reduce the free energy 
of the system, resulting in greater resistance to thermal coarsening.  
There is however very little information available on the stability of compound nanoclusters or 
precipitates under irradiation and high temperature annealing. This is the focus of the current thesis. We 
chose Ni-W, Cu-Mo-Si, and Cu-Nb-Si systems to study this compound or alloy nanoclustering. At first, 
the Ni-W binary system was selected since it is at the boundary between an immiscible system (around 
1000 ˚C) and a compound forming system (at lower temperatures). We tested the possibility of 
irradiation-induced clustering in Ni-W. As detailed in Chapter 4, we found that irradiation could induce 
the precipitation of a high number density nanocarbide in the Ni matrix but unfortunately, it was hard to 
control the carbon impurity concentration and the nanocarbides experienced appreciable coarsening 
during high temperature annealing. Therefore, we switched to more controllable compound forming 
systems, Cu-Mo-Si in Chapter 5 and Cu-Nb-Si in Chapter 6. Additionally, these silicides have high 
thermodynamic stability, and it was thus anticipated that this would improve coarsening resistance in 
general. The Cu-Mo binary system had previously been studied [9, 12, 19] and by adding Si, we tried to 
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induce the formation of stable Mo-Si silicide or Mo-Si-rich nanoprecipitates. In Chapter 5, we 
demonstrate that indeed a high density of Mo-Si-rich clusters, about 2-3 nm in diameter, could be induced 
by Kr irradiation at room temperature (RT), and we report that these nanoclusters possess remarkable 
resistance to thermal coarsening. By contrasting cluster formation and stability in various Cu-Mo, Cu-Si, 
and Cu-Mo-Si alloys, we identify the two main factors contributing to this exceptional stability, very low 
Mo solubility in a Cu matrix containing Si-rich Mo silicides, and a narrow initial particle size distribution 
of Mo-Si clusters after RT irradiation. In the Cu-Nb-Si ternary system, Nb-Si clusters can also be induced 
by RT Kr irradiation and they also possess exceptional thermal coarsening resistance. These results 
extend further the range of alloy systems that can be processed and optimized by low temperature 
irradiation (or often also by low temperature plastic deformation) since unlike the strongly immiscible 
Cu-Mo system the Cu-Nb system is only moderately immiscible. 
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CHAPTER 2  
GENERAL KNOWLEDGE ON ION-SOLID INTERACTION 
 
 General concepts of ion beam-solid interactions are outlined in this chapter, with an emphasis on effects 
and processes that are directly relevant to the study of nanoclustering in irradiated alloys. Comprehensive 
reviews of ion-solid interactions and radiation effects on materials can be found in refs. [1-3]. As an 
energetic particle impinges on a solid, it loses energy through a series of inelastic collisions with electrons 
and elastic collisions with the ionic cores of the target atoms. In terms of damage production, electron 
excitation is usually ineffective in metallic materials due to the small mass of electrons and the fast 
relaxation of the electronic systems, although when high Z projectiles have more than hundreds of MeV 
energy, new processes come into play, see Fig. 2.1. Elastic collision with nuclei of target atoms is 
therefore the primary mechanism for damage production in metals and metallic alloys, generating pairs of 
interstitials and vacancies, so called, Frenkel pairs.  
 
Figure 2.1 Electron (left) and nuclear (right) stopping power of various ions as a function of energy in Si 
(solid), Cu (dashed) and Au (dotted). (Refer to [4, 5]) 
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2.1 Radiation damage 
 Radiation damage can be defined as the energy transfer from projectile ions to the target and the ensuing 
redistribution of atoms in the target after the event. When a projectile ion collides with atom nuclei in a 
crystalline lattice, damage production is composed of several steps [1], as illustrated in Fig. 2.2. The 
initial collision transfers kinetic energy to an atom of the target, which is designated as the primary 
knock-on atom (PKA). If the energy transmitted to the PKA exceeds a threshold value, the PKA is 
displaced from its original lattice site, and collides with other atoms of the target as it is transported away 
from the original collision site. After losing sufficient energy through these secondary collisions, the PKA 
can no longer displace additional atoms from the target and it ends up as an interstitial atom. This series 
of collisions will have produced one or multiple Frenkel pairs. As will be discussed below, in energetic 
displacement cascades created by heavy ion irradiations, or fast neutrons, the nascent Frenkel pairs 
interact dynamically during the lifetime of the displacement cascade, leading to an overall reduction of 
point defect production and to a partial clustering of point defects. 
All of these steps occur in less than ~ ten picoseconds. Subsequent processes such as diffusion of the 
generated point defects and their clustering are sometimes categorized as radiation damage effects [1]. 
 
Figure 2.2 Schematic of damage production and displacement cascade by a primary knock-on atom (PKA) 
[4, 6, 7] 
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2.2 Thermal spike  
 In energetic cascades, the atoms are first set in motion through a series of binary collisions, and this 
phase is often referred to the ballistic phase of the cascade (not to be confused with the ballistic mixing 
produced by the cascade). At the end of this ballistic phase, when atom velocities fall below the speed of 
sound, typically less than a picosecond, the displaced atoms no longer have sufficient kinetic energy to 
produce additional defects. [3, 6]. Then, the atoms dissipate their energy via first short-lived collective 
collisions and then lattice vibration, eventually reaching a state of dynamic equilibrium of kinetic energy 
obeying the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution after a few picoseconds. This period of lattice heating is 
referred to as a thermal spike. The temperature can be estimated from the mean deposited energy in the 
spike and its spatial extension. The energy density in this thermal spike region can be very high, with 
calculated temperatures reaching some thousands of K. In metals such as Cu and Ni, the high 
temperatures lead to local melting, which last for a few ps. The solutes in the thermal spikes can therefore 
diffuse as they would in a quasi-liquid phase, with diffusion coefficient ~ 10
-5
 cm
2
-s
-1
. Of particular 
relevance to our work is the fact that solutes that are highly immiscible with the matrix atoms, i.e. both in 
the solid and in the liquid state such as W and Mo solutes in Cu, can form clusters directly during these 
thermal spikes. As detailed later in Chapters 4 and 5, atomistic simulations suggest that these clusters 
form by coagulation through Brownian-like motion [4, 8]. In the cooling phase of the cascade, the 
damaged volume begins to recrystallize, from the edge to the center of the thermal spike. In the end, the 
center region is left with an excess of vacancies, whereas the edge region is interstitial-rich, see Fig. 2.3. 
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Figure 2.3 Snapshot of atomic position in thermal spike with time. 10 keV event in β-NiAl [9] 
2.3 Primary recoil spectrum 
One important quantity used to predict radiation damage is the primary recoil spectrum. It is defined as 
the density of recoils as a function of recoil energy. The density of recoil atoms between T and T+dT, 
gives a measure of density of displacement damage and depends on parameters of the ion-target 
combination, such as ion mass, energy and mass of target atoms. A convenient measure to relate the 
different types of damages produced by various projectiles is the integral primary recoil spectrum, which 
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gives the fraction of recoils taking place at recoil energy below a given value T. One example of this 
spectrum is given in Fig. 2.4. It shows that for light ions irradiation in Cu with an incident energy of 1 
MeV, most of the damage is produced by low energy recoils, thus producing primarily isolated point 
defects. In contrast, heavy ions produce a large number of energetic recoils, leading to the formation of 
dense displacement cascades. In those conditions, thermal spike effects become important, contributing 
for instance to defect clustering and possibly solute clustering.  
 
Figure 2.4Integral primary recoil spectra of 1 MeV particles irradiated on Cu [1] 
 
2.4. Atomic mixing 
 Atomic collisions in displacement cascades result in atoms relocation away from their initial lattice site. 
As the PKA creates additional knock-on atoms and sequential recoil events take place, the energy of 
recoiled atoms decreases. Since the cross sections of collisions increase as the energies of recoiled atoms 
decrease, displacement cascade have a high density of recoil events, resulting in the mixing of many 
atoms in each cascade. For alloy systems with weak to moderate chemical interactions, the energies 
involved in the atomic collisions far exceed the interaction energies, and the cascade mixing can be 
assumed to be random. This case is referred to as ballistic mixing, and it therefore acts as a process that 
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tends to homogenize the concentration fields in alloys [10]. On the contrary, for alloy systems with large 
chemical interactions, in particular for systems with large positive heats of mixing such as Cu-W or Cu-
Mo, the chemical interactions are no longer negligible, and clustering of solute atoms can for instance 
take place in displacement cascades during the thermal spike. Atomistic simulations [8] show that each 
atom in a thermal spike undergoes just one or two thermal jumps and therefore several overlaps of 
cascades are necessary to produce large solute clusters, i.e., several dpa. These clusters cannot easily grow 
beyond the cascade size, but recent experimental and simulation works [11] in Cu-W and Cu-Nb indicate 
that there may exist a maximum cluster size, smaller than the cascade size. The clusters reach a stable 
steady-state size that reflects a balance between growth through coagulation and shrinkage by recoil 
mixing. 
2.5 Radiation enhanced diffusion (RED) 
 Under irradiation, interstitials and vacancies are continuously generated in equal numbers, resulting in a 
supersaturation of point defects over its equilibrium value. This supersaturation leads to an acceleration of 
kinetic processes controlled by diffusion, as atomic diffusion coefficients are proportional to defect 
concentrations. A fraction of the excess point defects is eliminated by mutual recombination between 
opposite point defects, but some point defects are lost by elimination on sinks, such as dislocations, grain 
boundaries, and surfaces. Since this elimination is inhomogeneous, it creates permanent fluxes of defects 
to sink, which can lead to dimensional changes such as during swelling or creep. Lastly the defect fluxes 
in alloys can result in permanent chemical fluxes, resulting in irradiation-induced segregation, and even 
radiation induced precipitation in undersaturated alloys [12, 13]. 
Radiation enhanced diffusion can be modeled using rate equations [14]. Figure 2.5 shows typical plots of 
the temperature dependence of diffusion coefficient of Cu in three different regimes.  At high 
temperatures, defect diffusion is dominated by thermal activation. The excess defect concentration due to 
irradiation is negligible compared to the equilibrium defect concentration so atomic diffusion is not 
affected by irradiation. The activation energy for solute diffusion is sum of vacancy formation energy and 
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the vacancy migration energy. At intermediate temperatures, excess defect concentrations generated by 
irradiation are comparable to, or larger than those in thermal equilibrium. Since vacancies and interstitials 
are mobile in this temperature regime, they diffuse to sinks such as grain boundaries or dislocations, 
where they annihilate. In this regime, the defect concentration is inversely proportional to its diffusion 
coefficient, and therefore the atomic diffusion coefficient is independent of temperature, but its value is a 
function of the sink density (or sink strength), as seen in Fig. 2.5. At somewhat lower temperatures, when 
point defects are less mobile and their diffusion lengths are not sufficient to reach grain boundaries or 
dislocations, their concentrations become fixed by recombination. It can be shown that, in this regime, the 
activation energy of the atomic diffusion coefficient is half that of the vacancy migration energy. The 
transition from the recombination regime to the sink elimination regime is a function of the displacement 
rate, the mobility of point defects, and the density and efficient of sinks.  
 According to chemical rate theory [14, 15], the concentration changes of interstitials and vacancies under 
irradiation can be written as below, 
𝜕𝑐𝑖(𝑣)
𝜕𝑡
= ξ𝐹𝑀K0 −
4𝜋𝑟𝑖𝑣
Ω
(𝐷𝑖 + 𝐷𝑣)𝑐𝑖(𝑣)𝑐𝑣(𝑖) −
4𝜋𝑟𝑝
Ω
𝜉𝑝𝐷𝑖,𝑣𝑐𝑖(𝑣)𝑐𝑝 −
3𝜋2
𝐿2
𝜉𝐺𝐵𝐷𝑖,𝑣𝑐𝑖(𝑣) 
The first term is the defect generation rate, the second term is the recombination rate, the third term is the 
annihilation rate at the interface between precipitate/matrix, and the last term is the annihilation rate at 
grain boundaries. ξFM is the fraction of free migration point defects [16, 17], K0 is defect generation rate, 
Ω is  atomic volume, riv is the interaction radius for interstitial-vacancy recombination, rp is the radius of 
precipitate-defect capture, ξp and  ξGB are sink efficiencies of precipitates and grain boundaries. We can 
estimate the transition temperature from the recombination regime to the sink regime based on the rate 
equation(s) described above. For instance, in nanocrystalline Cu-W irradiated with 1.8 MeV ions [15], if 
we assume annihilation at GB is dominant, and define the transition temperature as the temperature at 
which the GB annihilation is 3 times larger than recombination, the transition temperature between 
recombination regime and sink regime would be estimated by (using the relationship, DiCi=DvCv),  
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4𝜋𝑟𝑖𝑣
Ω
(𝐷𝑖 + 𝐷𝑣)𝑐𝑖(𝑣)𝑐𝑣(𝑖)
3𝜋2
𝐿2
𝜉𝐺𝐵𝐷𝑖,𝑣𝑐𝑖(𝑣)
≈
4𝜋𝑟𝑖𝑣
Ω 𝑐𝑣
3𝜋
𝐿2
𝜉𝐺𝐵
≈ ≤
1
3
 
Using parameters, riv=0.6 nm, Ω=1.2 × 10
-23
 cm
-3
, a0=0.36 nm, L=30 nm, ξGB = 1 [18], the vacancy 
concentration (cv) at the transition temperature is estimated as 5.2 × 10
-5
. Then, by using the steady-state 
approximation for the vacancy concentration, the temperature can be estimated as below. 
𝜕𝑐𝑣
𝜕𝑡
= ξ𝐹𝑀K0 −
3𝜋2
𝐿2
𝜉𝐺𝐵𝐷𝑣𝑐𝑣 ≈ 0 
Using parameters, K0 = 4 × 10
-3
 dpa s
-1
, Dv= 1.7 × 10
-2 
exp(-0.71/kT) cm
-2/s, L=30 nm, ξGB = 1, the 
transition temperature is calculated as 329.6K (56.6°C) 
 
Figure 2.5 Diffusion coefficient of Cu under irradiation as a function of defect production rate and 
dislocation density by calculation [1]. 
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CHAPTER 3   
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES AND THERMODYNAMIC CALCULATION METHOD 
 
3.1 Sample growth 
Physical vapor depositions of Ni and Cu alloys were conducted in AJA magnetron sputtering system. The 
base pressure of the chamber during film deposition was around ~2 ×10
-8
 torr. Targets were purchased 
from Kurt J. Lesker with 4N or 5N purity. The carbon impurity levels in the Ni and W targets were 
verified since carbon contamination can result in carbides in the Ni-W system [1, 2]. The impurity level 
of C in Ni and W targets were given as ~50 ppm and ~100 ppm respectively. Various compositions of Ni-
W, Cu-Mo-Si, Cu-Nb-Si samples were grown on 1 μm thick oxidized silicon [100] substrates. For the Cu-
base alloys, the thick amorphous SiO2 layers effectively prevented the formation of alloy films by 
interface reactions between Si and the metallic films. For Ni-W alloys, however, unidentified peaks were 
found in XRD spectra during high temperature annealing above 650 
o
C, possibly due to interfacial 
reactions with Si and so Ni-W samples were grown on MgO [100] substrates, and these samples did not 
show any sign of interfacial reactions during annealing at 850 
o
C when characterized by XRD and TEM.  
Substrates were cleaned with acetone for 5 mins and blown with compressed air to remove acetone before 
loading on the stage in the sputtering chamber. In the case of MgO substrates, they were dehydrated at 
350 
o
C for 2 hr in vacuum prior to deposition. The film thickness was ~200 nm for all samples to ensure 
homogeneous defect production along the film thickness during ion irradiation.  Prepared samples were 
stored in a glove box filled with pure Ar gas to prevent oxidation. 
3.2 Ion irradiation and annealing 
Ion irradiations were conducted uisng a 3 MeV Van de Graaff accelerator. Samples were placed 
perpendicular to the incident ion beams and vacuum was maintained below 1 ×10
-7
 torr. Proper aperture 
was selected for each irradiation conditions and a Faraday cup was used to measure the total current of 
ion beam. Usually, a 6 mm square aperture with 400 nA current was selected for irradiating multiple 
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samples in the Cu-Mo-Si case. In the case of Cu-Nb and Cu-Nb-Si, their clustering behaviors were 
sensitive to stage heating effects so total current was maintained below 200 nA with the 6 mm square 
aperture. 1.8 MeV Kr+ ions were used for irradiation to study chemical clustering in irradiation 
conditions that create large, energetic displacement cascades.  
 
 
Figure 3.1 Stage set up for RT Kr irradiation on Cu-Nb binary samples and stage heating due to 1.8 MeV 
Kr+ irradiation with 200 nA.  
 Displacement per atom was calculated using simulations data obtained by the software Stopping and 
Range of Ions in Matter (SRIM 2013) using the following equation  
displacement per atom (dpa) =
[
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑐𝑚2
]
[
𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠
𝑐𝑚2
]
=  
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑖𝑜𝑛  × 𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 /𝑐𝑚
2
𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠
𝑐𝑚2
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The density of samples [atoms/cm
2
] was estimated assuming Ni-23at%W fcc solid solution, and ion doses 
[ions/cm
2
] are employed from experiments. The Table 3.1 gives the corresponding doses and dpa for the 
Ni-W samples.  
sample 
density 
[g/cm
3
] 
ions energy 
SRIM 
[Vacancies/ion] 
dose 
[×E14/cm
2
] 
dpa 
Ni- 23at%W 11.8995 
Ne+ 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
500 keV 
  
  
631.9 50 1.8 
631.9 100 3.7 
631.9 300 11.1 
700 keV 
  
  
468.6 50 1.4 
468.6 100 2.7 
468.6 300 8.2 
1000 keV 
  
  
329.4 50 1.0 
329.4 100 1.9 
329.4 300 5.8 
Kr+ 
  
  
1.8 MeV 
  
  
4954.4 50 14.4 
4954.4 100 28.9 
4954.4 300 86.7 
Table 3.1 Estimated displacement per atom (dpa) in Ni-23at%W under Ne+ and Kr+ ions irradiation  
 
Annealing of Ni-W and Cu alloy samples was conducted in the same chamber used for irradiation. 
Samples were heated with a Halogen lamp on the backside of the stage. The vacuum of the chamber was 
maintained below 1.5 × 10
-7
 torr to avoid oxidation from the free surface of the samples. Temperature was 
increased with a rate of about +40 
o
C /min and after annealing, samples were cooled down with a rate of 
about -100
o
C/min. 
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3.3 Characterization techniques 
Various characterization techniques were employed to analyze samples. RBS, XRD, SEM, TEM, STEM 
and EDS/EELS coupled with SEM/TEM and STEM. 
3.3.1 Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS) 
 Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS) was employed to check the overall composition and the 
composition profile along the film thickness. It was done using the Van de Graaff accelerator with 2 MeV 
He+ ions passing through the 1 mm, 2 mm, 3 mm aperture depending on the size of the samples. The 
RBS spectra was collected until the maximum counting of matrix reached ~2000 per channel to obtain 
clear peak shape for each element. In the case of samples containing Si such as Cu-Mo-Si and Cu-Nb-Si, 
it took longer time to obtain sufficient Si counting statistics due to the small scattering cross section of Si.  
The incident beam was at 22.5
o
 from the plane normal direction and the detector was at 30
o
 from the 
incident beam, so the scattering angle of He+ ions was 150
o
. Obtained profiles were fitted and analyzed 
by open software SIMNRA. RBS typically provides measurement of film thickness and composition with 
around ±10% and ±0.5% error, respectively. 
3.3.2 X-ray Diffraction (XRD) 
 X-ray diffraction was routinely employed to characterize the samples, after deposition, irradiation, and 
annealing. In the context of our studies, we sought to identify phases and measure grain size, lattice 
constant and associated solute composition. Lattice constants of Cu and Ni alloys were estimated from the 
positions of the Cu (111) and Ni (111) reflection peaks for Cu alloys and Ni alloys, respectively, and the 
change of the lattice constant was used to estimate the solubility (or residual solute concentration) of Mo 
and Nb solutes in the present experiments of Cu-Mo, Cu-Mo-Si, Cu-Nb, Cu-Nb-Si alloys by comparing 
them to RBS and XRD spectra of as-grown samples. Grain diameters, d, were also estimated in selected 
samples for Ni-W alloys by using the Scherrer equation (d =
𝐾𝜆
𝛽𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
 ). K is dimensional shape factor, 
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typically 0.9, λ is the X-ray wavelength (0.154 nm), β the peak broadening, and θ the Bragg angle. 
Microstrains of the films were measured in selected samples by using the Hall-Williamson equation and 
the MDI Jade software. 
Regarding XRD diffractometers, the X’pert 2 operating with both Cu Kα1 Kα2 was used in general due to 
the benefit of large counting. X’pert 1, with only Cu Kα1, was selectively employed for samples requiring 
high-angle resolution with general 2θ-ω scans. In particular, X’pert 1 was used for the 850oC annealed 
Ni-23W samples to track the change in the amount of carbide phases when prolonging the annealing time, 
and for the RT irradiated Cu-Nb, Cu-Nb-Si samples to estimate the amount of Nb and Nb-Si clustering 
and the residual solubility of Nb.  Prior to the measurements, the peak position was re-aligned and 
corrected by correlating the measured peaks from the Si and MgO substrates with reference values 
obtained from the literature. 
 3.3.3 (Scanning) Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM/STEM) 
Transmission, and scanning transmission, electron microscopy was employed as a major characterization 
technique to examine the micro-/nanostructure of the samples. JEOL 2010 LaB6 was used for general 
bright-field (BF)/dark-field (DF) TEM imaging and JEOL 2100 LaB6 equipped with high performance 
CCD (Gatan Ultrascan 2k×2k CCD) were used for DF-imaging and nano-beam diffraction (NBD) to 
analyze small size precipitates. JEOL 2010 F was used for HRTEM imaging and high angle annular dark 
field (HAADF)-STEM imaging. Cs-corrected JEOL 2200F with spherical aberration of 0.5 mm was 
employed for atomic resolution imaging of nanoclusters. BF/DF-TEM imaging, electron diffraction 
pattern (DP) and HAADF-STEM imaging were generally taken to obtain comprehensive information of 
the samples, including grain size, phase formation, precipitate size, composition, and substructure (e.g., 
core/shell).  
 For atomic resolution STEM imaging of cross-section TEM samples in JEOL 2200F, the electron probe 
was aligned on Si [100] substrate first till Si dumbbells could be resolved to make sure the probe was 
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below 1 Å in size. Next, the probe was moved to grains identified as bright in HAADF-STEM imaging, 
because that implied that the grain was close to a zone axis (typically [110] zone axis due to (111) 
textured films). This procedure made it possible to obtain with a fairly high success rate atomically 
resolved images of the Cu matrix.  HRSTEM images of Cu-Nb and Cu-Nb-Si samples were taken by this 
method. In the case of HRSTEM images of Cu-Mo-Si samples, additional Cu-Mo-Si samples were 
prepared on MgO [100] substrate to obtain images on Cu[001] zone axis since Cu films displayed a 
stronger epitaxial orientation relationship on MgO [100] after irradiation and annealing. Atomically 
resolved STEM images of Cu [100] matrix were taken by the second method.  
 
Figure 3.2 Atomic resolution STEM imaging of cross section Cu-Nb-Si films on oxidized Si [100] 
substrate using Cs-corrected JEOL 2200F. 
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 In addition to imaging and diffraction analysis, chemical analysis by energy dispersive spectrometry 
(EDS) was conducted on precipitates to correlate composition with phases determined by imaging and 
diffraction analysis. For EDS acquisition on nanoclusters in JEOL 2200 F, each spectrum was collected 
for 60s and 3 or 4 spectrums were accumulated to avoid sample drift and have enough peak counts for the 
Mo, Nb and Si solutes, typically around ~ 100, to identify each element. 
 TEM samples were prepared for plane-view and cross section imaging using the Gatan Precision Ion-
Polishing System (PIPS) and Helios 600i nanolab focused ion beam (FIB). For the Gatan PIPS system, 
samples for plane-view or cross-section view were polished by Allied multiprep below 40 µm thickness 
and the samples were glued to Cu or Mo TEM grid, and then loaded in the PIPS. The Gatan PIPS was 
operated with two Ar+ ion guns ranging from 1 to 5 keV. We started milling samples with 4-5 keV to 
form a hole on the sample. After forming a hole, the sample was fine polished with 1.5 keV for 2 mins to 
remove surface damage induced by the ion milling. For FIB, cross-section samples were prepared by the 
standard lift-off method.  2.5 µm thick platinum layer was deposited for protection layer from Ga+ ions 
and samples were milled by Ga+ ions with 30keV energy and 0.23 nA to 80pA currents for initial milling, 
and 30keV/ 24pA and 8 keV for fine polishing. Final surface cleaning was conducted at 5keV for 1-2 
mins to remove Ga+ ion surface damage.  
 Precipitate and grain sizes were measured by using TEM and STEM images. Precipitates in Cu alloys 
were assumed to have a spherical shape and diameters of ~100 precipitates were measured in each sample 
by Image J software. Then, the average diameter of precipitates and standard deviation of size distribution 
were determined. For Ni-W alloys, precipitates (nanocarbides) were assumed to be plate-shaped and 
diameter and thickness of precipitates were measured separately. Then, volumes of each precipitates were 
estimated and converted into effective diameter of precipitates recalculated assuming an equivalent 
volume. For grain size, Ni and Cu films had columnar structure so in-plane diameters of columnar grains 
were measured using plain-view TEM images. For Ni-W samples, we measured mean intercept length, 
𝑙 ̅ = 𝐾
𝐿
𝑁
, (L is total length of drawn line, and N is total number of grain boundary intercepts, K is constant, 
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1.39 for spherical shape)[3], and for Cu alloys, we measured diameters of each grain in Image J directly. 
Then, in-plane average diameter was determined, assuming columnar grains.  
3.3.4 Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) 
Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) is a surface analysis technique commonly used for probing chemical 
and compositional information. AES analysis was employed to analyze carbide formation in annealed Ni-
23at%W alloys. The surfaces of the annealed Ni-23 at pct W samples were characterized by using a PEI 
590 Auger electron spectrometer (AES) and detected carbon peak from formation of carbides. The 
surfaces of the films were plasma-cleaned for 2.5 minutes using a Fischione plasma cleaner with a 
mixture of 25 pct oxygen and 75 pct argon. After loading the samples into the AES chamber, the oxide 
layer was etched by sputtering the surface prior to acquisition of AES data using 2 keV Ar+ ions with a 
7.6 µA/cm
2
 current. 
3.4 Thermodynamic calculation 
 CALPHAD (CALculation of PHAse Diagram) Method is a very common method for the estimation and 
modeling of phase diagrams for multicomponent systems developed by L Kaufman and his co-workers in 
1970s [4-6]. We used CALPHAD expressions to estimate thermodynamic parameters such as Mo and Nb 
solubility in Cu-Mo, Cu-Nb binary and Cu-Mo-Si, Cu-Nb-Si ternaries. For thermodynamic parameters, 
they are obtained from the SGTE pure element database [7] and other literature on CALPHAD [8-11]. In 
the CALPHAD framework, the molar Gibbs energy of a given structure  is typically given by : 
𝐺𝑚
ɸ
=  ∑ 𝑥𝑖 𝐺𝑖
𝜙𝑂
𝑖
+ 𝑅𝑇 ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑙𝑛𝑥𝑖
𝑖
+ 𝑥𝑖𝑥𝑖 ∑ 𝐿𝑖
𝜙𝑚 (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑖)
𝑚
𝑚
 
The first term is Gibbs energy of pure elements, xi is molar fraction of element i, 𝐺𝑖
𝜙
 is the Gibbs free 
energy of i with structure ɸ, interaction parameter Second term is entropy term and third term is excess 
gibbs energy. 𝐿𝑖
𝜙𝑚  are interaction parameters between solutes, the Redlich-Kister coefficients, and 
expressed by temperature dependent form, A+BT where A and B are coefficients. Note that for the 
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ternary systems we studied, we did not include three-body interaction terms as this information was not 
available in the literature. 
 At phase equilibrium, the chemical potential of each solute in each phase is the same, and therefore the 
equilibrium compositions of co-existing phases is obtained by the common tangent line construction (in 
binary systems) or the common tangent plane construction (in ternary system). To calculate the solubility 
of Mo in Cu-Mo-Si and Nb in Cu-Nb-Si, since there is no composition-dependent free energy expressions 
for the various silicides that can form in these systems (they are line compounds), we determine the plane 
tangent to the Cu-rich Gibbs free energy curve that also contained the points representative of these Mo 
(Nb) silicides. This is equivalent to assume that the free energy surfaces of the silicides are so highly 
peaked that the true point of tangency on these surfaces can be approximated by the position of peak 
minimum, i.e., the stoichiometric composition of these silicides. This tangent plane construction was 
performed using the software Mathematica. An example is given below in Fig. 3.3 for the Cu-Mo-Si case. 
The numerical accuracy of the determination of energy of the Mo and Nb solubilities in the Cu matrix 
was better than 10 %, and thus amply sufficient considering uncertainties in the CALPHAD coefficients. 
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Figure 3.3 Common tangent planes among Cu solution and Mo silicides were plotted in three different 
composition regimes of phase equilibrium using Mathematica software. 
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 CHAPTER 4  
IRRDIATION-INDUCED NANOPRECIPITATION IN NI-W ALLOYS  
 
* Jaeyel Lee, Calvin R. Lear, Xuan Zhang, Pascal Bellon and Robert S. Averback, Irradiation-
induced nanoprecipitation in Ni-W alloys, Metallurgical and Materials Transaction A 46, 1046 
(2015) [1] 
 
4.1 Introduction 
Ni alloys are presently considered as realistic candidate materials for advanced nuclear reactors 
operating at elevated temperature [2, 3]. The challenges, however, remain large as these materials suffer 
from both a loss of ductility and significant swelling, due to the formation of large He bubbles and blocky 
carbides [2, 4, 5]. Nanostructuring offers a potential means to overcome these problems [3]. Inclusion of a 
fine dispersion of nanoprecipitates has indeed been successfully employed to increase radiation resistance 
in ferrite/marternsitic steels by providing a high number density of defect sinks. Improvement in the 
mechanical properties of these materials was found to be an additional benefit of these inclusions [6]. One 
particular approach to nanostructuring relies on nano-oxides dispersion strengthening (ODS), as for 
instance in nano ODS Ni-alloys [7] and nano ODS austenitic steels [6, 8, 9]. The negligible solubility of 
oxygen in Ni and Ni-rich fcc structures is advantageous as it results in low coarsening rates, although it 
does create challenges for the synthesis of these microstructures, and generally non-equilibrium 
processing techniques such as mechanical alloying must be employed [7]. In this case, plastic deformation 
is employed to force the dissolution of large oxides or other highly immiscible phases into the matrix [10], 
although achieving homogeneity remains a significant problem. 
An alternative non-equilibrium technique for inducing nanoscale precipitation has been proposed 
based on the tendency of two-phase alloys to self-organize during ion irradiation [11, 12]. In moderately 
immiscible alloys such as Cu-Ag, Cu-Fe, and Cu-Co, it was demonstrated that irradiation can induce 
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nanoscale self-organization through a competition between finite-range ballistic mixing and thermally-
activated decomposition [13]. It thus requires irradiation temperature sufficiently elevated for thermal 
diffusion to compete with ballistic mixing. In contrast, nanoscale self-organization has also been observed 
in highly immiscible alloys such as Cu-Mo and Cu-W [14, 15] irradiated at room temperature (RT), 
where thermal diffusion is negligible. In this case, atomistic simulations [15] suggest that, during the 
thermal spike phase of displacement cascades, W and Mo undergo clustering by Brownian motion in a 
molten Cu matrix. These nanoclusters grow until they reach the typical cascade size, ~2 to 5 nm. 
Nanoscale clustering of W has indeed been observed in RT irradiated Cu-W by aberration-corrected 
scanning transmission electron (STEM) microscopy using high angle annular dark field (HAADF) 
imaging [16]. 
In the current work, we report on a related effect in Ni-W alloys, one that occurs during annealing at 
elevated temperature following room temperature irradiation. This alloy system is interesting as it 
undergoes chemical ordering at temperatures below ~1273 K (1000 ˚C) but then phase separates at higher 
temperatures, up to ~1773 K (1500˚C),[17, 18] above which significant amounts of W can be dissolved in 
liquid Ni, as illustrated in Fig. 4.1. We selected two alloy compositions, Ni-18 and 23%W, i.e., just above 
and just below Ni4W, to investigate distinct types of phase co-existence. The most surprising result is that 
RT ion irradiation of Ni-23 at%W followed by annealing at 1123 K (850 ˚C) resulted in the formation of 
intragranular nanoscale carbides, whereas direct annealing at this temperature only produced blocky 
carbides at grain boundaries. Small bubbles formed preferentially at nanocarbide/matrix interfaces, 
indicating that the nanocarbides were effective trap for implanted Kr ions. 
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Figure 4.1. Phase diagram of the binary Ni-W system[18] 
 
4.2 Experimental results 
4.2.1 As-grown microstructures of the Ni-18 and 23 at.% W films 
 The only phase detected by XRD and TEM in the as-grown films was a face centered cubic (fcc) solid 
solution, with a strong (111) crystallographic texture along the growth axis. Due to the positive lattice 
mismatch of W in Ni, the lattice parameter of the fcc solution increased with W content. In the case of Ni-
18 at.% W film, the (111)fcc reflection was masked by the intense (200) MgO substrate peak, as seen in 
Fig. 4.2(a). The overlap is even more pronounced for the Ni-23 at.% W films. Additional films were thus 
grown on SiO2/Si (100) substrates to overcome this problem, see Fig. 4.2(b) –pure Ni, Ni-12 and 15 at.% 
W samples were grown as well for calibration. The actual composition of the nominal 18 at.% W sample 
was measured as 18.2 ± 0.3 at.% W by RBS and 18.1 ± 1.4 at.% W by EDS-TEM. The actual 
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composition of 23 at.% W sample was measured to be 22.8 ± 0.3 at.% W by RBS. The lattice constant of 
the fcc phase in these films is plotted as a function of the W concentration in Fig. 4.2(c). Our results for 
a/c are in good agreement with the recent reports of Kurz et al.[19] and Kong et al.[20], but somewhat 
larger (0.3-0.4%) than that reported earlier by Naidu et al [17]. 
 The grain size of as-grown Ni-W films on SiO2/Si (100) was measured by using Scherrer’s equation from 
the XRD spectra of Fig. 4.2(b). The as-prepared samples all had a grain size ~15-20 nm, see Fig. 4.2(d). 
Cross section TEM images of Ni-18 and 23 at.% W films on MgO (100), see Fig. 4.3(a) for 18 at.%W 
sample, illustrate the columnar structure of the grains, with lateral extensions of ~18 nm and ~15 nm for 
the 18 at.% W and 23 at.% W alloys, respectively. As often reported for Ni-alloy films grown by 
sputtering, one also notices a high density of nanotwins, with the twin planes parallel to the growth 
surface. The twin thickness is estimated to be around 4 nm. Grain diameters were measured using the 
TEM samples, and reported in Fig. 4.2(e). The values obtained, ~20 nm for both W concentrations, is 
consistent with those reported by Kurz et al. and Rupert et al. [19, 21]. Electron diffraction pattern of the 
as-grown Ni-23 at.% W, from plane view samples, Fig. 4.3(b) shows typical ring pattern of 
polycrystalline fcc metals. 
 
Figure 4.2 (a) XRD spectra overlays of as-grown and annealed Ni- 18 at.% W on (100) MgO substrates. 
(b) XRD spectra overlays of pure Ni, Ni-12 and 18 at.% W on SiO2/Si (100) substrates. 
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Figure 4.2 (cont.) (c) Lattice constants change with W addition to Ni solutions. (d) Ni grain sizes for 
various W contents (at%) determined by XRD (e) Ni-rich grain size of Ni-18 at.% W and 23 at.% W 
before and after heat treatments, from TEM images. 
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Figure 4.3 (a) Cross-section TEM image of as-grown Ni-18 at.% W. (b) Plane-view TEM images and 
SADP of as-grown Ni-23 at.% W. 
4.2.2 Evolution of Ni-18 at%W alloy 
4.2.2.1 Directly annealed Ni-18 at%W 
The equilibrium Ni-W phase diagram indicates that at 18 at.% W, a Ni-rich fcc solid solution and the 
Ni4W ordered compound co-exist at the annealing temperature investigated here, 1123 K (850 
o
C). After 
annealing for 1 hour, the formation of the ordered Ni4W phase with a D1a structure was indeed found by 
diffraction. Selected area electron diffraction patterns, see Fig. 4.4(a), clearly display the (110) D1a and 
(101)D1a superlattice reflections, in addition to the intense (211)D1a reflections – the latter group of 
reflections originating from the (111)fcc reflection for a disordered Ni-20 at.% W phase. Dark-field (DF) 
TEM images formed with the (110) D1a and (101) D1a reflections in Fig. 4.4(b) and (c) show well-
developed ordered domains, ~15 nm in size, in agreement with previous work [22]. Besides the Ni4W 
phase, we could not identify by XRD or TEM the ~14 at.% W fcc solid solution that should coexist with 
the Ni4W compound according to the equilibrium phase diagram. One notes however that there is some 
uncertainty about the composition range over which the Ni4W phase exists, and thus the volume fraction 
of the fcc solid solution, if any, could be very small for an overall composition of 18 at.% W [23]. The 
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lateral grain size, measured by TEM images, increased from ~18 nm to 150 nm after the annealing as 
shown in Fig. 4.2(e).   
   
  
    
Figure 4.4 (a) Selected area electron diffraction pattern (SADP) from a ~3 µm diameter area of Ni-18 at.% 
W films after annealing at 1123 K (850 ˚C) for 1 hour. (b) plane-view bright-field (BF) and (c) dark-field 
(DF) TEM images of the annealed Ni-18 at.% W. Ni4W superlattice (110), (101) reflections used for DF 
imaging are denoted by a circle. 
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4.2.2.2 Pre-irradiated and annealed Ni-18 at.% W 
Some Ni-18 at.% W films were first irradiated with 1.8 MeV Kr+ ions at RT before being annealed 
under the same conditions described above. As in samples directly annealed at 1123 K (850 ˚C) for 1 hour, 
the Ni4W phase was also detected. In addition, a bright field TEM image, Fig. 5.5(a), shows that the grain 
size was very large, with some grains extending up to ~1 µm, but the D1a domain size was still ~15 nm. 
SADP from a single grain with a [001] zone axis in Fig. 5.5(b) displayed the expected superlattice 
reflections and indicated the presence of the 2 D1a variants that can be detected in that zone axis. Other 
reflections of weaker intensity indicated the presence of minor phases, possibly tungsten or carbides, 
although we could not identify them unequivocally. HRSTEM imaging was conducted using Cs-corrected 
JEOL 2200FS and atomic resolution STEM image on Ni [001] zone axis in Fig. 5.5(c) clearly showed W 
atoms are periodically arrayed in Ni matrix forming Ni4W superlattice with domain size of ~15 nm. In 
summary, the only significant effect of pre-irradiation at RT in the Ni-18 at.% W films is the extensive 
grain growth. This is an effect that has been commonly observed in other irradiated alloys and is generally 
attributed to the grain boundary migration during the thermal spike in energetic displacement cascades 
[24-26]. 
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Figure 4.5 (a) Plane-view TEM image of pre-irradiated Ni-18 at.% W after annealing at 1123 K (850 ˚C) 
for 1 hour. (b) Electron diffraction on [001] zone axis of pre-irradiated Ni-18 at.% W after annealing at 
1123 K (850 ˚C) for 1 hour. (c) Atomic resolution STEM image of Ni [001] zone axis showing Ni4W 
superlattice 
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4.2.3 Evolution of Ni-23 at.% W alloy 
In contrast to the Ni-18 at.% W alloy, irradiation of the Ni-23 at.% W alloy at RT prior to elevated 
temperature annealing resulted in profound differences in phase evolution compared to direct annealing. 
In both cases blocky W-rich carbides were observed at grain boundaries after annealing. Surprisingly, 
however, the carbides for the two cases were not the same, as the samples subjected to RT pre-irradiation 
also contained a homogeneous distribution of nanoscale precipitates throughout the Ni4W matrix. 
4.2.3.1 Directly annealed Ni-23 at.% W 
After annealing at 1123 K (850 
o
C) for 1 hour, XRD shows that the fcc Ni-23 at.% W solution 
transformed to ordered Ni4W D1a structures and pure W, see Fig 4.6. In addition, another phase is 
detected, which could be indexed as either NiW or Ni6W6C from the observed X-ray diffraction peaks, 
see Table 4.1. We thus used selected area electron diffraction to determine the exact nature of this phase.  
  
Figure 4.6 (a) High resolution XRD spectra of Ni-23 at.% W after annealing at 1123 K (850 ˚C) for 1 
hour. (b) Overlays of XRD spectra from as-grown, 1 hr and 10 hrs annealed Ni-23 at.% W.  
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N6W6C 
(JCPDF#04-001-6001) 
NiW 
(JCPDF#00-047-1172 ) 
Experimental 
results 
h k l 2 theta (degree) h  k l 2 theta (degree) 2 theta (degree) 
2 2 0 23.06    
31 1 27.11    
2 2 2 28.34    
4 0 0 32.84 1 3 1 32.65 32.84 
3 3 1 35.88 0 4 0 35.92 35.93 
4 4 0 47.13 2 1 3 47.15 47.09 
5 5 5 75.47 1 0 6 75.58 75.59 
 
Table 4.1 Expected and experimental XRD peaks for Ni6W6C and NiW phases  
Bright field TEM images reveal the presence of blocky dark-shaded precipitates, ~200 nm in size at 
grain boundaries and triple junctions, as illustrated in Fig. 4.7(a). These dark precipitates appear bright in 
HAADF-STEM images, Fig. 4.7(b), suggesting that they are rich in W. Chemical analysis on 17 
randomly selected carbide precipitates by EDS-TEM showed that the W concentration in these 
precipitates is 46.2 ± 2.6 at.% W. It is thus concluded that these precipitates are the ones associated with 
the NiW or Ni6W6C reflections detected by XRD in Fig. 4.6. Selected area electron diffraction patterns 
(SADP) make it possible to distinguish these two phases. As illustrated in Fig. 4.7(c), the SADP on the 
W-rich grain corresponds to a [110] zone axis of an fcc lattice with a 1.09 nm lattice constant, matching 
that of Ni6W6C (JCPDF#04-001-6001). Moreover, the {220}, {311}, {222} reflections of Ni6W6C in Fig. 
4.7(d) do not overlap with NiW reflections. We thus identify the precipitates in Ni-23 at.% W with the 
Ni6W6C phase. 
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Figure 4.7 plane-view (a) TEM and (b) STEM image of Ni-23 at.% W annealed at 1123 K (850 ˚C) for 1 
hour. (c) Selected area diffraction pattern (SADP) from ~200 nm sized Ni6W6C grain. (d) SADP from ~3 
um diameter area of Ni-23 at.% W annealed at 1123 K (850 ˚C) for 1 hour. 
 
As no carbon was intentionally introduced during the growth of the thin films, we used AES analysis 
to further confirm the presence of carbides after annealing. In Fig. 4.8(a) and (b), Ni and W mapping was 
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performed by choosing the Ni peak at 850 eV and W peak at 1780 eV, Fig. 4.8(c). As can be seen in Fig. 
4.8(d), AES spectra of carbon from W-rich area in Fig. 4.8(b) displayed a main peak at 269 eV, and two 
additional peaks at lower energies, 247 and 255 eV. This pattern is characteristic of carbides,[27] and 
very distinct from the spectra corresponding to C-rich surface contamination which shows only a single 
peak around 270 eV. In order to estimate the overall carbon content implied by the presence of the 
carbides, we employed SEM imaging of the surface of the films after annealing in backscattered electron 
(BSE) mode to detect precipitates with high average atomic number. The area fraction of W and W-rich 
phases was ~5.9%, see Fig. 9, which assuming spherical grains yields a volume fraction of 5.9%. With 
the constraint that the total W concentration be 23 at.%, the corresponding volume fractions are 1.8% and 
4.1 %or Ni6W6C and pure bcc W, respectively, leading to a total carbon concentration of ~0.13 at.%, or 
equivalently 0.019 wt.%. These calculations neglect the solubility of carbon in Ni4W.
[28]
 This total carbon 
content is similar to the residual carbon content of the W sputtering target, ~100 ppm in weight percent. 
In addition, C in solution in the Ni target could also have contributed to the formation of these carbides, 
since C solubility in Ni is large.[29] 
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Figure 4.8 AES analysis of the Ni-23 at.%W samples annealed at 1123 K (850 ˚C) for 1 hour. (a) Ni and 
(b) W mapping. Dotted circles are markers to indicate the W rich areas. (c) Overall AES spectra and (d) 
carbon peak from the area labeled “surf1” in (b). 
 
Phase evolution during annealing was further investigated by extending the annealing time from 1 
hour to 10 hours. With the longer annealing time, the SEM images in Fig. 4.9 show that the average Ni-
rich grain size increased from 80 nm to 473 nm. Also, the amount of the pure bcc W increased in the 
XRD spectra of Fig. 4.6(b), showing that the system was still evolving after annealing for just 1hr. 
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Figure 4.9 SEM back scattered electron (BSE) images of (a,c) 1hr and (b,d) 10hrs annealed Ni-23 at.% W 
at 1123 K (850 ˚C).  
 
4.2.3.2 RT-irradiated and 1123 K (850 ˚C) annealed Ni-23 at.% W 
Pre-irradiation of the Ni-23 at.% W alloy at RT resulted in dramatic changes in the evolution of the 
microstructure during annealing. First, as observed for Ni-18 at.% W, grain growth was substantial. 
Second, distinct carbides formed, in this case Ni2W4C rather than Ni6W6C. Third, the carbides formed not 
only as blocky precipitates at grain boundaries but also as nanoprecipitates within the Ni4W grains.  
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The average grain size of Ni-rich matrix increased from ~15 nm to 346 nm after RT Kr irradiation, and to 
445 nm after annealing at 1123 K (850 ˚C) for 1 hour as shown in Fig. 4.2(e). Moreover, XRD diffraction, 
Fig. 4.10, and electron diffraction, Fig. 4.11(c) and (d), indicated that the carbide that formed during 
annealing was Ni2W4C, and not the Ni6W6C carbide that formed in the films annealed directly. The 
intergranular blocky carbide grains size in Fig. 4.11(a), also showed a bimodal distribution, with large 
grains on the order of 100-200 nm, and small grains on the order of ~50 nm. The smaller carbide grains 
are attributed to the large Ni-rich grains after RT irradiation coupled with the low diffusivity of W at the 
given temperature.[23] Similar to the x-ray measurements, nano-beam diffraction (NBD) produced near-
zone-axis patterns also argue against the carbides being Ni6W6C, since the fcc lattice constant was 
measured to be 1.13 ± 0.01 nm which is ~4% larger than the reference value for Ni6W6C, 1.09 nm, which 
was indeed the value measured in the unirradiated, but annealed samples. In the example shown in Fig. 
4.11(c), the pattern was indexed as the [114] zone axis of an fcc phase with a 1.13 ± 0.01 nm lattice 
constant, which is close to lattice constant for Ni2W4C (a=1.125nm, JCPDF#04-005-4041). Finally, EDS 
analysis on 20 randomly selected intergranular carbide grains, both large and small, showed that the 
average tungsten composition was 57.7 ± 4.4 at.%, again indicating that the carbides formed after 
irradiation and annealing were Ni2W4C (note that this carbide exists over a rather large W:Ni ratio,
[30]
 and 
not just with the 2:1 ratio suggested by the chemical formula). In addition to the blocky, grain boundary 
carbides, a distinct family of nanoprecipitates, Ni2W4C carbides, ~6.5 nm in size, were observed in the 
Ni4W grain interiors, see the TEM and STEM images in Fig. 4.11(a) and (b). We note also that in the 
XRD spectra Fig. 4.10, no pure W peaks were detected after annealing for 1 hour. After 10 hr, however, 
intense W(110), (200) and (220) reflections were present, and the intensity of Ni2W4C (400) and (800) 
peaks decreased. This evolution indicates that similar to the unirradiated samples, the microstructure was 
still evolving after 1 hour. 
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Figure 4.10 XRD spectra of Ni-23 at.% W after annealing at 1123 K (850 ˚C) for 1 hour (bottom), Kr 
irradiation at RT and annealing at 1123 K (850 ˚C) for 1 hour (middle), Kr irradiation at RT and 
annealing at 1123 K (850 ˚C) for 10 hours. 
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Figure 4.11 Plane-view (a) TEM and (b) STEM image of pre-irradiated Ni-23 at.% W after annealing at 
1123 K (850 ˚C) for 1 hour. (c) Nanobeam diffraction pattern on 150-200 nm size Ni2W4C grain. (d) 
SADP of pre-irradiated Ni-23 at.% W after annealing at 1123 K (850 ˚C) for 1 hour. 
4.2.4 Irradiation induced precipitation of nanocarbides 
 Dark field TEM imaging was used to confirm that the intragranular nanoprecipitates and intergranular 
blocky carbides discussed above were indeed identical phases. Selected area diffraction shown in Fig. 
4.12(a) indicates that the Ni2W4C grain at the center in the bright field and dark field images from (311̅) 
reflection, see Fig. 4.12(b), is oriented along a [25̅1] zone axis. Dark field images formed using the (331) 
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reflections denoted by 1,2,3 and 4 showed that these reflections also derived from the nanoprecipitates 
and part of the Ni2W4C grain at the center, as illustrated in a series of dark field images Fig. 4.12(c). The 
HRTEM and fast Fourier transformed (FFT) image of the carbide nanoprecipitates in Fig. 4.13(a) and (b), 
indicated furthermore that the nanocarbides contained planar defects, probably nanotwins as suggested by 
the contrast displayed in the HRTEM image and the streaks along the [111] direction in the FFT image.  
 
 
Figure 4.12 (a). Selected area diffraction pattern of Ni-23 at.% W after Kr irradiation at RT and annealing 
at 1123 K (850 ˚C). Diffraction spots denoted by 1,2,3 and 4 are {331} reflections from the 
nanoprecipitates and the part of Ni2W4C blocky carbides. (b) Dark field images of (311̅) reflection from 
the Ni2W4C carbide grain at the center of BF image. 
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Figure 4.12 (cont.) (c) Dark field images of {331} reflections (denoted by 1,2,3 and 4) from the Ni2W4C 
nanoprecipitates and part of 100-200 nm sized carbide grains. 
4.2.4.1 Orientation relationship of nanoprecipitates with matrix 
The Moiré fringes present in Fig. 4.13(c) suggest that the carbide nanoprecipitates have a preferred 
orientation relationship (OR) with the Ni4W matrix.  Also, multiple precipitates share the same OR since 
their Moiré fringes are parallel to each other. At least three distinct families can be distinguished in Fig. 
4.13(c). For simplicity here and below, the OR is discussed as if the Ni4W phase was fcc, neglecting the 
small tetragonal distortion induced by the D1a ordering. Analysis of bright field images and 
corresponding diffraction patterns at (111)fcc zone axis, as in Fig. 4.14(a) and (b), showed that the 
precipitates were elongated along <220>fcc, and that the Ni2W4C (731) reflections were parallel to Ni4W 
{220}fcc planes. This OR should give rise to Moiré fringes with an 0.8 nm spacing, in good agreement 
with the spacing measured in bright field TEM images, see Fig. 4.14(c) and (d). Furthermore, STEM-
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HAADF images, Fig. 4.15(a) and (c), indicated also that the precipitates are slightly elongated in one 
direction, and again, three families can be distinguished. This shape anisotropy is even more pronounced 
after annealing for 10 hours, as shown in Fig. 4.15(b) and (d).  
 
     
Figure 4.13 (a) HRTEM image of the Ni2W4C carbide precipitates and (b) FFT from the lattice fringes of 
precipitates denoted by a red dotted square. FFT shows [110] zone axis of fcc structure of carbides. (c) 
Moiré patterns from nanoprecipitates. (d) Underfocus (Δf= -122 nm) BF TEM images show bright 
Fresnel fringes from the Kr bubbles. Bubbles are trapped at the interface between the precipitates and 
Ni4W matrix. 
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Figure 4.14 (a) BF image of the Ni grain at [111] zone axis and (b) selected area diffraction pattern from 
the area in the BF image. Red, brown and blue arrows represent [202̅], [2̅20] and [02̅2] directions, 
respectively. It reveals that the precipitates are along <220> directions in (111) plane (c) BF image of the 
Ni-rich grain at [12̅1] zone axis and (d) selected area diffraction pattern from the area in the BF image. 
Moiré fringes from Ni {2̅02} and Ni2W4C {731} reflections appeared in red circles of (c).  
4.2.4.2 Coarsening behavior of precipitates during prolonged annealing time 
The coarsening behavior of the nanocarbides was investigated by analyzing the size and shape of over 
70 precipitates after annealing at 850 ˚C for 1 hr and 10 hr, using STEM-HAADF images as shown in Fig. 
4.14(a), (b), (c) and (d). The nanoprecipitates coarsened from slightly elongated ellipsoids ~6.5 nm in 
length to platelets, 19.6 nm in diameter and 8.9 nm in thickness. The volume-equivalent radius of the 
coarsened precipitates is ~16.9 nm. The statistical analysis of the precipitate sizes is summarized in Fig. 
4.15(e) and (f). The number density of the precipitates decreased from 9.02  1022 m-3 to 3.23  1022 m-3 
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(the TEM foil thickness was measured by electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) in JEOL 2010 EF-
FEG STEM for these number density calculations). In summary, a tenfold increase in the annealing time 
led to a factor of ~2.8 reduction in precipitate density, and a volume increase by a factor ~6.3. It can thus 
be concluded that the nanocarbides were in a mixed regime of growth and coarsening since the expected 
decrease in density should have been by a factor of 1 and 10, respectively, in each regime alone, whereas 
the total precipitate volume should have increased by a factor (10)
3/2≈31.6 and 1, respectively. 
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Figure 4.15 Z-contrast STEM images of Ni-23 at.% W after Kr irradiation and annealing at 1123 K (850 
˚C) for 1 hour (a,c) and 10 hrs (b,d). Bubbles are trapped at the interface between the precipitates and Ni 
matrix. (e) Density of precipitates reduced from 9.02 to 3.23 x 10
22
 m
-3
 after 10 hours annealing. (f) 
Average size of the precipitates increased from ~6.5 nm to ~16.9 nm when increasing the annealing time 
from 1 hr to 10 hr.   
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4.2.4.3 Trapping of Kr bubbles at nanocarbides/matrix interfaces 
While the irradiation parameters for this study were selected to minimize implantation of Kr in the 
films, SRIM calculations show that for the irradiation energy and film thickness employed an average 
concentration of 0.14 at pct Kr is implanted in the Ni-W films. After annealing at elevated temperatures, it 
was indeed observed that nanometric-sized bubbles had formed. Noteworthy is that these bubbles are 
observed predominantly at the interfaces between nanocarbides and the Ni4W matrix, as illustrated in the 
underfocused TEM images in Fig. 4.13(d). These nanobubbles can also be seen in the STEM-HAADF 
images Fig. 4.15(c) and (d), where they appear as dark dots, ~1 nm and 2-4 nm in diameter for the 1 hr 
and 10 hr annealing times, respectively. 
 
4.3 Discussion 
  We investigated in this work the effect of RT ion irradiation on phase and microstructural evolution in 
Ni-18 and 23 at.% W alloys during subsequent elevated temperature annealing. One of the surprising 
results is that RT pre-irradiation in the latter alloy dramatically modified its microstructural evolution 
during high temperature annealing, in particular leading to the formation of nanocarbides. Before 
addressing this result in detail, we first review briefly the as-grown microstructures, and their evolution 
during direct annealing at elevated temperature for these two alloys. 
The as-grown Ni-W films present a columnar microstructure, with a small lateral grain size, ~15-20 
nm, a pronounced <111> texture, and a high density of stacking faults parallel to the growth surface, as 
illustrated in Fig. 4.3. X-ray and electron diffraction show that the films are fcc solid solutions, with a 
lattice parameter increasing approximately linearly with the W composition, see Fig. 4.2. These results 
are in agreement with previous results reported by Rupert et al.[21] and by Kurz et al.[19] on Ni-W films 
grown by PVD. 
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After annealing at 1123 K (850 ˚C) for 1 hr and 10 hr, the Ni-W solid solution evolved largely as 
expected based on the relevant equilibrium phase diagrams. The Ni-18 at.% W solid solution transformed 
mainly to the ordered D1a Ni4W phase (Figs. 4.4-5), while the Ni-23 at.% W solid solution decomposed 
into ordered Ni4W, a nearly equiatomic Ni-W compound and pure W tungsten (Figs. 4.6-8). Selected area 
diffraction of the equiatomic Ni-W compound, combined with chemical EDS-TEM analysis, indicate that 
this compound is in fact a carbide, Ni6W6C. This three-phase coexistence is compatible with the proposed 
high-temperature Ni-W-C phase diagram,[30] which indicates that at 1573 K (1300 ˚C) an fcc Ni-rich 
solid solution coexists with Ni6W6C and pure W. Below the ordering temperature of the Ni4W compound, 
~1243 K (970 ˚C), the fcc Ni-rich solid solution should order into the D1a structure, thus reproducing the 
three phase coexistence observed in this work. Although C was not added intentionally to the thin films 
grown for this study, the overall carbon concentration deduced from the observed volume fraction of the 
Ni6W6C carbide is small, ~200 ppm in wt pct, and similar to the residual carbon content of the Ni and W 
sputtering targets used, ~100 ppm in wt pct. The Ni6W6C carbide formed at grain boundaries, resulting in 
large, blocky precipitates that are comparable in size to the Ni4W grains of the matrix, see Fig. 4.7. This 
heterogeneous precipitation is not surprising considering the large areal density of grain boundaries in the 
as-grown films. We note also that the formation of carbides during elevated temperature annealing has 
been frequently reported in other Ni-base alloys, even with low carbon contents, e.g., in Alloy 617, 230 
and Hastelloy X.[2, 4, 5] It should be noted that the presence of Ni6W6C and Ni2W4C carbides, with Ni:W 
ratios of 1:1 and 2:1 respectively, has been proposed by Cury et al.
[31]
 to resolve the controversy about the 
exact nature of the NiW and Ni2W compounds, which appear in published Ni-W binary phase diagrams, 
as illustrated in Fig. 4.1. We add here the observation that the symmetry, Fd-3m, and the lattice parameter, 
1.09 nm, of the “novel” so-called X phase reported by Borgia et al.[32] in Ni50W50 films annealed at 773 
K  (500 ˚C) match in fact those of the Ni6W6C carbide. 
We next compare these results with the evolution of films that have been first irradiated at room 
temperature with 1.8 MeV Kr ions. This pre-irradiation treatment has two major effects on the film. One 
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is to induce significant grain growth as can be seen in Fig. 4.16(b).[24-26] In the Ni-23 at.% W film, for 
instance, the grain size grew from ~15 nm in the as-grown state to ~350 nm after irradiation, and to ~ 445 
nm after RT irradiation and annealing at 1123 K (850 ˚C) for 1 hr, see Fig. 4.2. Without pre-irradiation, 
the grain size after annealing is only 150 nm. Such a significant grain growth affects the competition 
between heterogeneous and homogeneous precipitation of carbides, and it is likely to have contributed to 
the formation of intragranular carbide nanoprecipitates after RT irradiation and elevated temperature 
annealing, see Fig. 11. In particular, W has limited lattice diffusivity in Ni even at at 1123 K (850 ˚C), 
1.3 10-14 cm2 s-1,[23] so W solute atoms can only diffuse ~68 nm during the 1 hr annealing employed in 
this study. It is therefore not surprising that for grain sizes much larger than this diffusion distance, 
intragranular precipitation took place. Grain growth alone, however, cannot explain why a different 
carbide, Ni2W4C, instead of the Ni6W6C carbide identified after direct annealing at high temperature, 
formed in these samples both at grain boundaries and inside the Ni4W grains, . In addition, no bcc W 
precipitates are detected by XRD after 1 hr annealing, in contrast to the samples directly annealed, 
compare Figs. 4.6 and 4.10. This indicates that the RT pre-irradiation facilitated the nucleation of the 
Ni2W4C carbide at the expense of the Ni6W6C carbide and pure bcc W. Since both carbides have fcc 
structures and similar lattice parameters, it is not straightforward to rationalize why one carbide was 
preferred over the other. It should also be noted that in samples directly annealed at elevated temperature, 
grain growth is concomitant with carbide and tungsten precipitation, whereas in the case of alloys pre-
irradiated at RT, carbide precipitation takes place in a microstructure with grains that are already fairly 
large, ~346 nm for the Ni-23 at.% W alloy. 
A second possible contribution from RT irradiation that might affect carbide formation is the 
redistribution of chemical elements during RT irradiation. In highly immiscible systems such as Cu-W 
and Cu-Mo,[14-16, 23] it has recently been reported that RT ion irradiation leads to the formation of W 
nanoclusters. This effect, which has been reproduced in model binary system by MD simulations, has 
been rationalized to the clustering of W during the thermal spike phase of displacement cascades,[15] 
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since both W and Mo are immiscible in the liquid state in Cu. It is not obvious whether such an effect 
could take place in Ni-W since W is soluble in liquid Ni at temperatures above ~1773 K (1500 ˚C), but 
there exists a miscibility gap between a Ni-17.5 at.% W solid solution in the temperature range of ~1273 
K (1000 ˚C)  to ~1773 K (1500 ˚C). X-ray diffraction analysis of the Ni-23 at.% W alloy shows that the 
(111)fcc reflection shifted by ~0.15 degrees to larger angles after RT irradiation, see Fig. 4.16(a), which, 
using our data for lattice parameter versus composition, suggests that the W in solid solution decreased 
from 23 at.% to ~21.5 at.%. Analysis of this small change was possible in this experiment since it was 
performed on thin films grown on Si, and thus the Si peak provides an internal XRD calibration. STEM-
HAADF images provide additional support that some minor composition fluctuations at the nanometer 
length scale are present in the Ni-23 at.% W thin film after RT irradiation, Fig. 4.16(c), whereas the 
contrast of the as-grown films in Fig. 4.16(d) is fairly uniform. These results suggest that RT irradiation 
may have led to the formation of nanometric W-rich clusters. The presence of such W-rich clusters after 
RT irradiation offers a possible explanation for the preferred nucleation of the Ni2W4C carbides, since 
they are richer in W than is Ni6W6C. The length scale of the intragranular Ni2W4C precipitation is also 
compatible with the diffusivity of W in Ni at the annealing temperature. The formation of this W-rich 
carbide should suppress the driving force for pure W precipitation. This is in agreement with our 
observations, with Fig. 4.10 showing that the bcc W phase became detectable by XRD only after the 10 hr 
annealing. A third possible explanation for the formation of nanoscale intragranular carbides is that the 
presence of defect clusters present after RT irradiation facilitated the nucleation of the Ni2W4C 
nanocarbides during annealing at elevated temperature. This mechanism has been invoked to explain the 
intragranular formation of small nitrides and carbides in some austenitic stainless steels irradiated with 
neutrons near RT and then annealed at elevated temperatures [33]. This possibility, however, seems 
unlikely in the present case since one would expect that these clusters would quickly dissolve during the 
early stages of annealing at 1123 K (850 ˚C), i.e., before the onset of precipitation. Furthermore, no 
dislocation loops or lines could be observed in the Ni4W grains after RT irradiation and annealing. 
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Lastly, the formation of Kr bubbles on the nanocarbide/matrix interfaces indicates that these 
precipitates might serve as effective sites for trapping rare gas atoms, similar to the nano-oxide 
precipitates in nano-ODS steels.  Nano-carbide precipitates in Ni-W alloys therefore provide resistance to 
swelling, and radiation tolerance in general. In addition the nanocarbides could improve strength, as 
commonly reported in other Ni alloys.[34-36] 
 
  
Figure 4.16 (a) XRD spectra of pure Ni and Ni-23 at.% W after RT Kr irradiation. (b) BF TEM and 
SADP, and (c) STEM images of Ni-23 at pct W after Kr irradiation at RT. The STEM image revealed that 
there are compositional fluctuations along the films. Slightly different contrast is observed along the grain 
boundary (grain boundaries are denoted by arrows) (d) Plane-view STEM image of as-grown Ni-23 at.% 
W shows there is no compositional fluctuation in the alloys. 
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4.4 Conclusion 
 The effect of room temperature Kr ion irradiation on the microstructure evolution during elevated 
temperature annealing of Ni-W thin films was studied by XRD and TEM. The film compositions were 
selected to be in two phase regime at equilibrium, on either side of the ordered Ni4W composition. For the 
and 18 at.% W composition, the only significant change brought about by RT irradiation was a large 
increase in grain size, from ~18 nm in the as-grown condition to ~1 µm after irradiation and annealing, 
compared to 150 nm for samples directly annealed at 1123 K  (850 ˚C). While significant grain growth 
was also observed for Ni-23 at.% W, RT irradiation followed by annealing at 1123 K (850 ˚C) resulted in 
the formation of two families of Ni2W4C carbides, large blocky ones at grain boundaries and nanometric 
ones insides the Ni4W matrix grains. In contrast, direct annealing only led to the formation of blocky 
carbides, with a different composition, Ni6W6C. The nanometric Ni2W4C carbides displayed an 
orientation relationship with the matrix grains, with Ni2W4C {731} planes preferentially parallel to 
{220}fcc planes of the matrix. The precipitate size grew from 6.5 nm to 16.9 nm by increasing the 
annealing time from 1 hr to 10 hr, while their density decreased from 9.0  1022 m-3 to 3.2  1022 m-3. The 
nanocarbide/matrix interfaces were observed to be effective sites for trapping Kr atoms and nucleating Kr 
bubbles. The effects of RT irradiation on the evolution of Ni-W alloys during annealing are analyzed 
based on the grain growth induced by displacement cascades, and on the small chemical inhomogeneities 
that appear to be induced by RT irradiation.  
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CHAPTER 5  
IRRADIATION-INDUCED NANOCLUSTERS AND THEIR EVOLUTION IN CU-MO-SI 
TERNARY 
 
5.1 Introduction 
 We reported in Chapter 4 that in multicomponent alloy systems, room temperature irradiation can trigger 
the formation of a high number density of nanoprecipitates. In the Ni 23 at.% W alloy, the resulting 
nanocarbides appear to be directly seeded by thermal spikes in displacement cascades. These precipitates, 
however, do not possess good resistance to thermal coarsening, and furthermore, controlling their volume 
fraction is difficult because of the strong effect of the residual carbon content of the alloy. In this Chapter 
5, we overcome these limitations by employing a silicide-forming system, Cu-Mo-Si. A first advantage is 
the high thermal stability of the Mo silicides [1, 2]. A second advantage is that it is already well known 
that in Cu-Mo RT irradiation can induce the formation of small Mo nanoprecipitates [3]. The direct 
formation of compounds in displacement cascades is however much less studied and it was unknown 
prior to our study whether RT irradiation could induce the direct formation of Mo silicides in Cu-Mo-Si 
alloys. It was also not known which silicide phase would form. A prior study on Cu-TiB2  suggested for 
instance that RT irradiation induced the precipitation of mono-boride TiB nanoclusters, instead of the 
TiB2 equilibrium compound [4].  
The focus of the present study was therefore to investigate the formation and the stability of Mo silicide 
precipitates or Mo-Si-rich nanoclusters under irradiation and high temperature annealing. We chose the 
Cu-Mo-Si ternary system because the Cu-Mo system has already been studied [3, 5, 6] and by adding Si, 
we tried to promote the formation of Mo-Si silicide precipitates. As detailed below, we indeed observed a 
high density of Mo-Si-rich nanoclusters after Kr irradiation at RT, possibly resulting from interactions 
between Mo and Si during the thermal spike phase of displacement cascades. Furthermore, Mo-Si-rich 
nanoclusters were found to possess remarkable thermal coarsening resistance, when compared to Mo 
nanoclusters in the Cu-Mo binary. We propose that the narrow initial particle size distribution created by 
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RT irradiation and the low Mo-solubility in the presence of Mo silicides contributed to the high 
coarsening resistance of Mo-Si-rich clusters during high temperature annealing. 
5.2 Experimental results 
 Two Cu-Mo-Si compositions were selected for this study, Cu96Mo1Si3 and Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5. These 
compositions were selected so that the alloys remain fairly dilute, and the ratio of Mo:Si was close to that 
of the MoSi2 silicide and those compositions were determined by RBS assuming the alloys were solid 
solutions. As it will be discussed later in this chapter, however, Si is highly soluble in Cu, and the 
available thermodynamic data suggest that the equilibrium silicides that should form for the compositions 
and temperatures employed here are MoSi2 and Cu silicides (γ-Cu56Si11 below 552 °C, -κ-phase above 
552 °C) for Cu96Mo1Si3, and MoSi2 and Mo5Si3 for Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5 In addition to these two ternary 
compositions, binary alloys Cu96.5Mo3.5 and Cu94Si6 were studied as well, to contrast the response of the 
ternary system with its underpinning binary systems. Additionally, various compositions of Cu-Mo-Si 
and Cu-Mo samples were prepared to investigate the clustering behavior of Mo-Si and Mo under RT Kr 
irradiation with different Cu-Mo-Si and Cu-Mo compositions. 
5.2.1 Nanoclustering in Cu-Mo-Si during RT irradiation 
XRD analysis of the Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5 samples after RT irradiation suggests that precipitation took place, as 
the Cu(111) peak shifted to higher scattering angles compared to the as-grown films, as illustrated in Fig. 
5.1. This slight peak shift is consistent with the positive size mismatch of Mo in Cu, about 1.6 10-3 per 
at.% (linear size effect). Si also is oversized in Cu, but that mismatch is so small, ≈ 1.810-4 per at.% of Si 
that the effect of Si can be safely ignored in the following. A quantitative analysis of the XRD peak shift 
can only be performed for the Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5 composition, as the peak shift is too small for the 
Cu96Mo1Si3 alloy. Lattice constants of Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5 was estimated from the positions of the Cu (111) 
peaks and the change of the lattice constant was used to estimate the solubility (or residual solute 
concentration) of Mo after RT Kr irradiation. The peak shift, from 43.19˚ to 43.32˚, indicates that only 2 
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at.% of Mo is still in solution in Cu, suggesting that the remaining 1.5 at% Mo precipitated out.  Electron 
diffraction, TEM imaging, and HAADF-STEM imaging confirmed that RT irradiation led to the 
formation of nanoscale precipitates, 2 to 3 nm in diameter. Weak additional reflections were detected in 
the electron diffraction patterns with d-spacing of ≈ 2.2 Å, see Fig. 5.1(c,d), which match reflections of 
multiple candidates for the precipitating phase(s), including Mo (110), Mo3Si (210), Mo5Si3 (202), MoSi2 
(110), and Cu15Si4 (321). Since the precipitates are darker than the matrix, their composition should be Si-
rich, such as MoSi2 or Si-rich Mo-Si clusters with non-stoichiometric compositions. This analysis is 
supported by calculations of the relative STEM-HAADF intensity of Mo and Si compounds, see Table 
5.1, assuming that this intensity scales as <Z>
1.7
, where <Z> is the average atomic number per unit 
volume of the considered phase. In the more dilute alloy, Cu96Mo1Si3, XRD did not provide a conclusive 
result on the possible precipitation of Mo, but electron diffraction pattern suggested the possible 
formation of very small clusters. The precipitates in this case would be smaller, ≈ 1 nm. It is worth also 
noting that the average in-plane grain size increased significantly during RT irradiation from about 28 nm 
for as-grown Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5 and Cu96Mo1Si3 samples to ≈ 52 nm and 62 nm, respectively. As already 
indicated in Chapter 4, this irradiation-induced grain growth is consistent with past results. 
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Figure 5.1 Overlays of Cu (111) XRD spectra of as-grown and RT irradiated (a) Cu96Mo1Si3 and (b) 
Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5. BF-TEM and electron diffraction pattern of RT irradiated (c) Cu96Mo1Si3 and (d) 
Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5.   
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Figure 5.1.(cont.) STEM images of (e) as-grown and RT irradiated (f) Cu96Mo1Si3 and (g) Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5. 
Phases Cu MoSi2 Mo5Si3 Mo3Si Mo Si 
contrast 1 0.72 1.06 1.20 1.43 0.17 
 
Table 5.1 Calculated relative contrast of various phases over copper in HAADF-STEM images  
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It is interesting to contrast the above results to the evolution of Cu96.5Mo3.5 and Cu94Si6 films irradiated at 
RT. Mo precipitation was detected in Cu-Mo alloys after irradiation, and the amount of Mo left in 
solution, as deduced from XRD analysis and the change of the lattice constant after RT irradiation, was 
also ≈ 2 at.%, see Fig. 5.2(a). This precipitation was also detected in electron diffraction patterns, see Fig. 
5.2(b), but it could not be convincingly revealed by TEM and STEM imaging (Fig. 5.2(c,d)), suggesting 
that the precipitates are very small, below 1-2 nm in diameter. In contrast, no precipitation could be 
detected by XRD or TEM in RT irradiated Cu94Si6, as illustrated in Fig. 5.3(a,b). This is not too surprising 
considering the rather large Si solubility in Cu [7]. Some Si segregation at grain boundaries was detected 
by HAADF-STEM imaging and confirmed by EDS spot analysis, see Fig. 5.3(c,d). Similar GB 
segregation was however already present in as-grown samples, although it is possible that this segregation 
became more pronounced after irradiation. It is also noteworthy that the ring corresponding to a d-spacing 
of 2.2 Å already existed in the as-grown Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5 but its intensity was much weaker than that after 
RT Kr irradiation. 
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Figure 5.2 (a) XRD spectra, (b) electron diffraction pattern, (c) BF-TEM and (d) STEM of RT irradiated 
Cu96.5Mo3.5 binary. 
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Figure 5.3 (a) XRD spectra, (b) BF-TEM image, and (c-d) STEM-EDS of RT irradiated Cu94Si6, and (e) 
STEM-EDS of as-grown Cu94Si6 sample. 
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5.2.2  Evolution of nanoclusters in Cu-Mo-Si after RT irradiation and high temperature annealing 
 The coarsening resistance of the Mo-Si-rich clusters formed by RT irradiation in Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5 and 
Cu96Mo1Si3, was investigated by annealing samples at temperatures up to 750 ˚C. For comparison, 
samples of the same alloys were also either directly annealed or directly irradiated at these high 
temperatures (HT), that is, in both cases, without prior RT irradiation. We first present the results on the 
samples RT irradiated and annealed, before contrasting them with the evolutions observed in samples 
directly annealed or directly irradiated at high temperature. 
During the annealing, the average in-plane grain size of the RT-irradiated Cu90Mo1Si3 increased slightly, 
from 62 nm after RT irradiation to 74 nm after annealing at 650 ˚C, while the grain size for Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5 
remained unchanged at ≈ 50 nm, see the Fig. 5.4. The volume fractions of intragranular precipitation were 
estimated to be ≈ 0.7 for both compositions using BF-TEM imaging. The most remarkable result, 
illustrated in Fig. 5.5, is that Mo-Si intragranular precipitates showed little, if any, coarsening during 
annealing up to 750 ˚C. Specifically, after annealing at 650oC for 1 hr, the volume average diameters were 
2.9 ±0.6 nm and 3.0 ± 0.5 nm, for Cu90Mo1Si3 and Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5, respectively. For Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5, after 
annealing at 750
o
C the precipitate diameter remained essentially unchanged, 2.9 ±0.5 nm. Additionally, 
the precipitate size distributions were found to be very narrow, with standard deviations of 0.169 and 
0.123 after annealing at 650 ˚C and 750 ˚C. The number density of Mo-Si clusters, measured after 
annealing at 650 ˚C, was 2.0 × 1023 m-3 for Cu90Mo1Si3 and 4.3 × 10
23
 m
-3
 for Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5. The larger 
precipitate density in the latter alloy is consistent with the higher solute concentration in that alloy.  
 The chemical makeup of the precipitates after annealing was investigated using HADDF-STEM imaging. 
The darker-than-background contrast, as illustrated in Fig. 5.5, implies that the precipitates in 
Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5 are still Si-rich, as right after RT irradiated. Atomically resolved STEM images shown in 
Fig. 5.6 were taken using a Cs-corrected JEOL 2200F microscope, and STEM-EDS spot analysis was 
performed on selected clusters. The large majority of the precipitates, over 90% of them, displayed the 
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dark contrast discussed before, and the chemical analysis confirmed that they were significantly enriched 
in Si over the matrix, but that they were also enriched in Mo as well, as illustrated in the EDS spectrum of 
Fig. 5.6(a). Two other types of precipitates were occasionally found, both with core/shell structures: one 
with Si-rich core/Mo-rich shell and the other with Mo-rich core/Si-rich shell. In HRSTEM images of Si-
rich core/Mo-rich shell in Fig. 5.6(b), the dark-contrast (Si-rich) core is decorated by bright contrast, 
possibly, Mo atoms. Fast Fourier transformed images (FFT) showed Mo (110) reflections inside the Cu 
(002) reflections with Bain orientation relationship, Cu(001) // Mo(101) and Cu(010) // Mo(010). The 
dark field image generated by inverse FFT of Mo (110) reflection indeed lit up the bright-contrast shell. 
Conversely, for the other core/shell structure, similar inverse FFT images confirmed that the core was 
Mo-rich. In addition, misfit dislocations were observed at Cu and Mo interfaces in both type of core/shell 
structured nanoclusters. 
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Figure 5.4 Summary of (a) grain size of directly HT annealed, directly HT irradiated, and RT pre-
irradiated + post-annealed Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5 and Cu96Mo1Si3. (b) Precipitate size histogram and (c) particle 
size distribution of directly HT annealed, and RT pre-irradiated + HT annealed Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5. (d) 
Summary of precipitate size in of directly annealed, and RT pre-irradiated and post-annealed Cu96.5Mo3.5 
and Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5. 
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Figure 5.5 (a) Number density of Mo-Si precipitate size and (b) intragranular Mo-Si precipitation fraction 
in RT irradiated + 650
o
C annealed Cu96Mo1Si3 and Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5. (c) A set of BF-TEM/STEM images of 
RT irradiated and 650
o
C (or 750
o
C) annealed Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5.  
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Figure 5.6 (a-d) HRSTEM/EDS of three types of dark-contrast nanocluster in RT irradiated Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5.  
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Figure 5.6 (cont.) (a-d) HRSTEM/EDS of three types of dark-contrast nanocluster in RT irradiated 
Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5.  
 
5.2.3 Evolution of nanoclusters in Cu-Mo-Si during direct annealing or irradiation at elevated 
temperatures 
 We now compare the above results with those obtained for alloys that were directly annealed at high 
temperature. Specifically, as-grown Cu96Mo1Si3 were annealed at 650
o
C for 1hr and Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5 
samples were annealed at 650
o
C and 750
o
C for 1 hr. As summarized in Fig. 5.4, the grains in 
Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5 experienced some growth, from 28 nm to 37 nm for after annealing at 650
o
C, while more 
pronounced growth was observed in Cu96Mo1Si3, up to 74 nm, probably due to the reduced solute drag 
effect for that more dilute alloy. Significant precipitation was observed, both at grain boundaries and 
within the Cu-rich grains. The volume fractions of intragranular precipitation, 0.46 for Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5 and 
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0.55 for Cu96Mo1Si3 were smaller than those observed for samples RT irradiated prior to annealing, as 
summarized in Fig. 5.5, which is consistent with the larger grain sizes in the RT irradiated samples. The 
more remarkable point is that in both alloys the nanoprecipitate sizes were in the range of 5 to 10 nm, thus 
significantly larger than those present in RT irradiated and post-annealed samples. The precipitates in 
Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5 were further analyzed in detail by BF-TEM and the average size of the intragranular 
precipitates was found to increase modestly from 6 nm to 6.3 nm for 650
o
C and 750
o
C annealing, 
respectively. Furthermore, the precipitate size distribution was broader than that measured for the RT-
irradiated and annealed samples, as seen in Fig. 5.4. Detailed TEM analysis indicated that the precipitates 
were Mo5Si3 precipitates. Firstly, let us consider the intergranular precipitates. These precipitates 
generated additional reflections in electron diffraction patterns of Fig. 5.7, which could be indexed as 
Mo5Si3 (202) and (002). Dark field imaging on the (202) reflections indicated that these precipitates had a 
tetragonal shape, ≈ 5 nm in width and up to 50 nm in length. Furthermore, HRTEM images of these 
tetragonal shaped precipitates, see Fig. 5.7, displayed lattice fringes that could only be indexed as (113) 
and (001) zone axis of the Mo5Si3 phase, with an elongated structure along the c-axis. This morphology 
was also consistent with the one found in dark field imaging of Mo5Si3 (202), see Fig. 5.7. We then turn 
to the intragranular precipitates, which could not be directly identified by HRTEM owing to the very 
small size of these precipitates. An important information however is that in HAADF-STEM images, the 
intragranular and intergranular nanoprecipitates had a contrast similar, and that contrast was similar to 
that of the Cu matrix, in agreement with the calculated relative intensities for Cu and Mo5Si3 shown in 
Table 5.1. Furthermore, some of the dark field images on the interganular precipitates also displayed 
intragranular precipitates. We thus propose that these intragranular precipitates were also Mo5Si3 silicide. 
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Figure 5.7 (a) HAADF-STEM image of 750
o
C annealed Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5. (b) HRTEM and FFT of Mo5Si3 
on [001] zone axis in 750
o
C annealed Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5. 
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Figure 5.7 (cont.) (c) BF/DF-TEM images of t-Mo5Si3 precipitates in 750
o
C annealed Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5. 
We present then results on Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5 samples that were irradiated at elevated temperatures, 500 
o
C 
and 650 
o
C, starting from both as-grown and RT Kr irradiated samples. The effect of a prior RT 
irradiation step did not appear to be very significant, and after irradiation at 500
o
C the precipitates sizes 
were 4.1 nm and 4.5 nm for as-grown and RT Kr irradiated Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5, respectively. The precipitate in 
both samples, however, experienced significant coarsening during irradiation at 650
o
C, with the 
precipitate size increasing to more than 9 nm after an irradiation fluence of 2 x10
16
 cm
-2
 (~50 dpa) , as 
seen in Fig. 5.8.  It is quite noteworthy that the Mo-Si clusters that formed during RT Kr irradiation in 
Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5 were very resistant to coarsening during HT annealing but not during HT irradiation. 
HAADF-STEM in Fig. 5.8 shows that the most coarsened precipitates display a bright contrast, implying 
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a Mo-rich composition, possibly Mo3Si. STEM-EDS on two precipitates with different contrasts 
confirmed that indeed the bright precipitates have a high Mo concentration. As noted in Fig. 5.8(c-d), 
other precipitates were also found, with a darker contrast, and correspondingly a lower Mo concentration. 
These precipitates did not seem to coarsen as much as the Mo-rich ones. Mo solubility calculations 
presented in the Discussion Section suggest that these different coarsening behaviors could be related to 
local variations of Mo concentration in the matrix. Also, DF images of reflections from Mo-Si 
precipitates indicate that there are two types of precipitates: small nanoprecipitates (~3 nm) parallel to Cu 
(111) planes of Cu matrix, and larger precipitates (~15 nm) in grains and grain boundaries. A full phase 
identification of those precipitates was not possible due to multiple phase-matching of the additional 
reflections. The reflection spot parallel to Cu (111) planes has d-spacing of 2.4 Å, which overlaps with 
reflections from h-MoSi2 (102), t-Mo5Si3 (002), Mo3Si (200), and the reflection from the larger 
precipitates, with a d-spacing of  2.2 and 2.0 Å, could originate from multiple phases, including Mo3Si 
(210), t-Mo5Si3 (202), t-MoSi2 (110) for 2.2 Å and Mo3Si (211), Mo5Si3 (222), t-MoSi2 (103) for 2.0 Å, 
respectively, see Table 5.2. 
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Figure 5.8 BF-TEM images of 650 
o
C irradiated (a), and RT pre-irradiated and 650 
o
C irradiated (b) 
Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5. (c,d) HAADF-STEM images and EDS of RT pre-irradiated and 650 
o
C irradiated 
Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5. 
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 Figure 5.8 (cont.) Precipitate size of HT irradiated Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5 samples as a function of the irradiation 
temperature 
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Figure 5.9 BF-/DF-imaging of Mo-Si precipitates in 650 ˚C irradiated Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5. Two types of 
precipitates are observed: small precipitates (~3 nm) parallel to Cu (111) planes and large precipitates 
(~15 nm). 
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Cu2O h-Mo5Si3 t-Mo5Si3 h-MoSi2 t-MoSi2 c-Mo3Si Mo 
hkl d (A) hkl d (A) hkl d (A) hkl d (A) hkl d (A) hkl d (A) hkl d (A) 
1 1 0 3.01 1 1 1 2.94 3 1 0 3.05   1 0 1 2.97     
1 1 1 2.46 0 0 2 2.50 0 0 2 2.46 1 0 2 2.53   2 0 0 2.45   
  2 1 1 2.15 2 0 2 2.19 0 0 3 2.22 1 1 0 2.27 2 1 0 2.19 1 1 0 2.23 
Table 5.2 d-spacings in electron diffraction pattern and multiple matching d-spacing of various phases 
(JCPDS number: 04-018-0302 for h-MoSi2, 00-041-0612 for t-MoSi2, 04-004-7258 for h-Mo5Si3, 00-034-
0371 for t-Mo5Si3, 04-001-7865 for c-Mo3Si, 00-004-0809 for Mo) 
5.2.4. Evolution of nanoprecipitates in Cu-Mo after irradiation and annealing 
 Lastly, for comparison with the Cu-Mo-Si ternary alloys, we present results on precipitate coarsening in 
Cu96.5Mo3.5 after RT irradiation and annealing. In the Cu-Mo alloy, Mo precipitation, while not present in 
the as-grown state, was detected after RT irradiation, as discussed earlier in Section 5.2.1, see Fig. 5.2. 
The coarsening behavior of Mo precipitates was studied for comparison with the Cu-Mo-Si samples. Here 
again we contrasted samples first RT-irradiated and then annealed to those directly annealed, at 
temperatures of 600 ˚C, 650 ˚C, 700 ˚C and 750 ˚C. Interestingly, even for the binary Cu-Mo alloys, prior 
RT irradiation imparted an increase in coarsening resistance of the nanoprecipitates, compared to samples 
directly annealed at high temperature. However, the Mo precipitates in the RT-irradiated samples still 
experienced moderate coarsening, growing to 3.8 ± 0.4 nm, 5.2 ± 0.8, and 7.6 ± 1.4 nm, after annealing 
for 1 hr at 600 ˚C, 700 ˚C, and 750 ˚C, respectively. In contrast, Mo precipitates in directly annealed 
Cu96.5Mo3.5 experienced significant coarsening after annealing at 750 ˚C, resulting in much larger average 
precipitate size, 14.5 ± 4.4 nm, and a wider size distribution, see the Fig. 5.10(e). It is thus concluded that 
RT irradiation in Cu96.5Mo3.5 resulted in a reduced coarsening rate compared to directly annealed 
Cu96.5Mo3.5 samples. Despite this improvement imparted by RT irradiation, after annealing, the precipitate 
sizes in the Cu96.5Mo3.5 binary were nevertheless larger than in the Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5 ternary, e.g., 7.6 nm 
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compared to 2.9 nm for annealing at 750 ˚C. These similarities and differences will be discussed in the 
next section. 
 
Figure 5.10. STEM images of (a) RT irradiated +  650
o
C annealed, (b) RT irradiated + 700
o
C annealed, (c) 
RT irradiated +  750
o
C annealed and (d) direct 750
o
C annealed Cu96.5Mo3.5. 
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Figure 5.10 (cont.) (e) Particle size distribution (PSD) and (f) size histogram of Mo precipitates in 
Cu96.5Mo3.5. 
 
5.2.5 Effect of composition on clustering in Cu-Mo and Cu-Mo-Si alloys 
 Additionally, we conducted RT Kr irradiation on various Cu-Mo and Cu-Mo-Si compositions to see the 
detailed changes of size, phases or compositions of clusters and residual solubility of Mo in Cu matrix. 
Lattice constants of the Cu-Mo and Cu-Mo-Si alloys were estimated by the Cu (111) peaks and the 
change of the lattice constant was used to estimate the residual solute concentration of Mo after RT Kr 
irradiation. Cu-Mo alloys with 3.5, 7, 10 at.% Mo were irradiated with Kr ions at RT and examined by 
XRD and TEM. As can be seen in Fig. 5.10, Cu (111) peak  of XRD spectra shifted from 43.4 to 42.9
o
 of  
2θ due to the expansion of d-spacing of Cu (111) planes as Mo composition increase from 0 to 10 at.%. 
After Kr irradiation at RT, Cu (111) peaks of Cu96.5Mo3.5, Cu93Mo7 and Cu90Mo10 moved to higher 2θ 
around 43.2
o
 planes due to the reduction of d-spacing of Cu (111). It matches to ~2 at.% of Mo in solution 
in Cu, see the Fig. 5.11 and Table 5.3, and indicates that Mo solutes diffused out of Cu and precipitated. 
The size of Mo particles is 2.3 ± 0.4 nm for 7 at% Mo and 2.5 ± 0.4 nm for 10 at% Mo.  The precipitate 
density is 8-10 × 10
23
 m
-3
 for both compositions. 
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Figure 5.11 (a) Overlays of XRD spectra of as-grown and RT irradiated Cu-Mo binary with various 
compositions, and corresponding d-spacing of Cu (111) planes. HAADF- STEM images of RT Kr+ 
irradiated (b) Cu96.5Mo3.5, (c) Cu93Mo7 and (d) Cu90Mo10. 
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Figure 5.11 (cont.) (e) Normalized size distribution and (e) histogram of Mo precipitates in Cu90Mo10. 
sample Mo concentration in Cu [at.%] 
As-grown RTirr 
Cu96.5Mo3.5 3.5 ± 0.5 1.7 ± 1.0 
Cu93Mo7 7.0 ± 0.5 2.0 ± 1.0 
Cu90Mo10 10.0 ± 0.5 2.3 ± 1.0 
Table 5.3 Mo concentration in Cu matrix of as-grown and RT irradiated Cu-Mo 
Clustering behaviors of Mo and Si in Cu-Mo-Si ternary during Kr irradiation at RT were investigated 
with various Mo and Si compositions. The compositions of the ternary samples are summarized in Table 
5.4. In XRD spectra of as-grown Cu-Mo-Si, see Fig. 5,12, Cu (111) peak shifted from 43.4 to 42.9
o
 of  2θ 
due to the expansion of d-spacing of Cu (111) planes as the nominal Mo composition increased from 0 to 
10 at.%. As indicated earlier, this peak shift is dominated by the Mo solute concentration in the Cu matrix. 
After Kr irradiation at RT, Cu (111) peaks of Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5, Cu88Mo6Si6 and Cu84Mo10Si6 moved to 
higher 2θ around 43.2o. This position corresponds to ~2 at.% of Mo in Cu solution, similar to the Cu-Mo 
case, see the Fig. 5.12 and Table 5.4; we conclude that Mo underwent clustering during RT irradiation by 
forming pure Mo or Mo-Si clusters in Cu-Mo and Cu-Mo-Si, respectively.  
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In Cu90Mo3.5,Si6.5, HAADF-STEM images, see Fig. 5.12(b), revealed that the clusters had a darker-than-
matrix contrast, implying that they were Si-rich such as MoSi2 or Si-rich Mo-Si clusters, see the Table. 
5.1. As the Mo concentration increased to 10 at%, however, the contrast of the precipitates become 
brighter than the matrix, see Fig. 5.12(c), and we thus conclude that in that alloy, the clusters formed after 
RT Kr irradiation were Mo-rich or even pure Mo. 
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Figure 5.12 (a) Overlays of XRD spectra of as-grown and RT irradiated Cu-Mo binary with various 
compositions, and corresponding d-spacing of Cu (111) planes. HAADF- STEM images of RT Kr+ 
irradiated (b) Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5 and (c) Cu84Mo10Si6. 
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sample Mo concentration in Cu [at.%] 
As-grown RTirr 
Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5 3.5 ± 0.5 2.0 ± 1.0 
Cu88Mo6Si6 6.0 ± 0.5 2.0 ± 1.0 
Cu84Mo10Si6 10.0 ± 0.5 1.5 ± 1.0 
Table 5.4 Mo concentration in Cu matrix of as-grown and RT irradiated Cu-Mo-Si 
5.3 Discussion 
5.3.1 Reduced coarsening rate in RT irradiated Cu-Mo-Si and Cu-Mo alloys 
The most remarkable result of this study is that RT irradiation of dilute Cu-Mo-Si alloys resulted in the 
formation of Mo-Si-rich nanoprecipitates that are extremely resistant to thermal coarsening compared to 
precipitates obtained by direct annealing. It is proposed that two distinct factors contributed to this 
remarkable coarsening resistance: (i) the large thermodynamic stability of Mo silicides reduced the Mo 
solubility in the Cu-rich matrix and (ii) RT irradiation produced a narrow precipitate size distribution. We 
now discuss in detail these two factors, before addressing the lack of coarsening resistance of 
nanoprecipitates during elevated temperature irradiation. 
A general expression for the long-time coarsening rate of the average precipitate radius with time in an N-
component alloy can be described by 
〈𝑟(𝑡)〉3 − 〈𝑟(0)〉3 = 𝑘𝑡  (5.1) 
where the coarsening constant entering this asymptotic regime, k, is given by [8, 9] 
𝑘 =
8𝑉𝑚
𝛽
𝛾
9𝑅𝑇 ∑ (𝐶̅𝑖
𝛽
−𝐶?̅?
𝛼)
2
/𝐷𝑖𝐶?̅?
𝛼𝑁
𝑖=2
 (5.2) 
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where  and  refer to the matrix phase and the precipitate phase; 𝑉𝑚
𝛽
 is the molar volume of the  phase; 
 the precipitate/matrix interface energy; the index i =2, N labels all the elements, except the major 
element i =1 for Cu here; 𝐶?̅?
𝛼 and 𝐶?̅?
𝛽
 are the equilibrium concentration of the i-species in the  and  
phases, and Di is the diffusion coefficient of the i-species in the matrix. In the case of a dilute alloy with 
very different solute diffusivities and solubilities, the expression for the rate constant can be simplified, 
and the summation over the index i will be restricted to the solute that has the slowest diffusivity and 
lowest solubility. In the present case, the diffusivity and the solubility of Mo in Cu are orders of 
magnitude smaller than those of Si, and the simplified expression for the coarsening rate constant thus 
reads: 
𝑘 =
8𝑉𝑚
𝛽
𝛾𝐷𝑀𝑜𝐶?̅?𝑜
𝛼
9𝑅𝑇(𝐶̅𝑀𝑜
𝛽
−𝐶?̅?𝑜
𝛼 )
2 (5.3) 
As seen in the Eq. (5.3), there are four distinct factors that can contribute to account for the differences 
between the coarsening rates of Mo precipitates in Cu and those of Mo-Si-rich clusters or 
nanoprecipitates in Cu-Mo-Si. The factor in the denominator, which accounts for the composition 
difference in Mo in the precipitate and the in matrix takes a value of ≈ 1 for pure Mo precipitates in Cu, 
while its lowest value is (1/3-0)
2
 ≈ 0.11 in the case of MoSi2 precipitates in Cu-Mo-Si. This factor, which 
favors an increase of the silicide coarsening rate in the ternary alloy, is however temperature independent 
and quickly superseded by the solubility factor that appears in the numerator in Eq. (5.3). In order to 
estimate the solubility of Mo in a Cu-rich matrix in Cu-Mo-Si, we employed CALPHAD data and regular 
solution expressions of the free energies of the Cu-Mo, Cu-Si, and Mo-Si binary alloys to obtain a general 
form of the free energy of a Cu-rich fcc solution in the ternary alloy, see Table 5.5. For the silicides of 
interest, Mo3Si, Mo5Si3, and MoSi2, we simply used their heats of formation, -33.3, -45.5, and -46.1 
kJ/mol of Mo atom [2] since full expressions of the free energies are not available. Then, for simplicity, 
we calculated the Mo solubility in the fcc matrix for compositions corresponding to the following 3-phase 
coexistence regimes: (Cu-rich fcc + Mo-rich bcc + Mo3Si), (Cu-rich fcc + Mo3Si + Mo5Si3), and (Cu-rich 
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fcc + Mo5Si3 + MoSi2). The Mathematica software was used to determine the tangent plane to the fcc 
solid solution surface that contained the points given by the heat of formation of the silicides for the last 
two triplets, or tangent to the Cu-rich and Mo-rich solid solutions and containing the point corresponding 
to Mo3Si for the first triplet. These resulting solubilities are given in Table 5.6 and Fig. 5.13, along with 
the solubility of Mo in Cu, this time obtained through the common tangent line construction using the Cu-
rich fcc and Mo-rich bcc solid solution expressions. The important result is that, in the case of the most 
Si-rich silicides, the Mo solubility in the Cu-rich fcc matrix is reduced by approximately 3 orders of 
magnitude at 500 ˚C, and 2 orders of magnitude at 750 ˚C. This effect is therefore very significant, we 
conclude that it accounted for a large part of the improved coarsening resistance reported earlier in this 
Chapter. This analysis also suggests that the remarkable coarsening resistance in the RT irradiated 
samples is due to the fact that irradiation triggers the formation of Si-rich nanoclusters, with a 
composition probably close to that of MoSi2, as opposed to the more Mo-rich silicide formed during 
direct annealing, Mo5Si3. 
𝑮𝒇𝒄𝒄 𝑪𝒖 = 𝑿𝑪𝒖𝑿𝑴𝒐𝑳𝑪𝒖−𝑴𝒐 + 𝑿𝑴𝒐𝑿𝑺𝒊𝑳𝑴𝒐−𝑺𝒊 + 𝑿𝑺𝒊𝑿𝑪𝒖𝑳𝑺𝒊−𝑪𝒖 +  𝑹𝑻(𝑿𝑪𝒖𝒍𝒏𝑿𝑪𝒖 + 𝑿𝑴𝒐𝒍𝒏𝑿𝑴𝒐 +
𝑿𝑺𝒊𝒍𝒏𝑿𝑺𝒊)  + 𝑿𝑴𝒐(𝑮𝒇𝒄𝒄 𝑴𝒐
𝒐  − 𝑮𝒃𝒄𝒄 𝑴𝒐
𝒐 ) + 𝑿𝑺𝒊(𝑮𝒇𝒄𝒄 𝑺𝒊
𝒐  − 𝑮𝒅𝒊𝒂 𝑺𝒊
𝒐 )  
(5.4) 
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  Interaction parameter [kJ/mol of 
atom] 
Reference 
L
solid
Cu-Mo
 (fcc Cu) 
83.1 [10] 
L
solid
Mo-Cu
 (bcc Mo) 
82.3 [10] 
L
solid
Mo-Si
 (bcc) 
-70.9 [11] 
L
solid
Si-Cu
 𝐿0
solid
Cu-Si 
= -42.2+0.014T 
𝐿1
solid
Cu-Si 
 = -1.102-0.018T 
[12, 13]  
1/3 ΔH 
MoSi2
 -46.1 [2] 
1/8  ΔH 
Mo5Si3
 -45.5 [2] 
1/25  ΔH 
Cu19Si6
 -6.1 [12] 
G
o
fcc Mo
-G
o
bcc Mo
 
15.2+0.00063T [14] 
G
o
bcc Cu
-G
o
fcc Cu
 
4.017-0.001255T [14] 
G
o
bcc Si
-G
o
dia Si
 
47-0.0225T [14] 
G
o
fcc Si
-G
o
dia Si
 
51-0.0218T [14] 
 
Table 5.5 Thermodynamic parameters in Cu-Mo-Si system. 
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Figure 5.13 Mo solubility in Cu-Mo-Si solution in three different composition regimes of phase 
equilibrium between Cu solution and Mo silicides 
 
Temperature 
(
o
C) 
1. Cu-Mo-Si 
(MoSi
2
-Mo
5
Si
3
) 
2. Cu-Mo-Si 
(Mo
3
Si-Mo
5
Si
3
) 
3. Cu-Mo-Si 
(Mo-Mo
3
Si) 
Cu-Mo 
500 2.1E-8 6.5E-6 2.1E-5 2.1E-5 
650 8.5E-7 9.4E-5 2.6E-4 2.5E-4 
750 5.6E-6 3.5E-4 8.8E-4 8.8E-4 
 
Table 5.6 Mo solubility in Cu-Mo-Si solutions  
 
Two other factors from the numerator in Eq. (5.3) may have contributed as well to the stability of Si-rich 
nanoclusters, but, at this time, we had no direct way to determine how Si could influence the diffusivity of 
Mo in the matrix, and to measure the precipitate/matrix interface energies. If anything, one would 
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envision that Si could segregate at these interfaces to reduce their excess energies, thus contributing to a 
further reduction of the coarsening rate constant. 
A second and separate contribution of irradiation to the reduction of coarsening rate can be assigned to 
the narrow particle size distribution (PSD) generated by cluster formation during RT irradiation. This 
PSD effect is best revealed by considering precipitation and coarsening in Cu-Mo binary alloys, here 
Cu96.5Mo3.5, since for all processing conditions the precipitates are simply pure, BCC Mo. During direct 
thermal annealing for 1 hour, Mo precipitates became observable for annealing temperatures exceeding ≈ 
500 ˚C, while RT irradiation resulted in the direct formation of very small Mo precipitates. Both 
observations are consistent with past studies on Cu90Mo10 alloys [3]. During annealing between 600 ˚C 
and 750 ˚C, however, the average precipitate size in RT irradiated samples was about twice smaller than 
that measured in samples directly annealed at the same elevated temperatures, for instance 7.6 nm versus 
14.5 nm for annealing at 750 ˚C, as seen in Figure 5.4(d). Furthermore, Figure 5.4(c) shows that the 
precipitate size distributions remained consistently narrower in RT irradiated and annealed samples, 
compared to direct annealed ones. The standard deviations for the 600 ˚C annealed samples for instance 
are 0.165 and 0.267, respectively. A similar effect was observed for the precipitate size distribution width 
in Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5 after direct annealing and RT irradiation and annealing, as reported in Figure 5.4(c). For 
the Cu-Mo and Cu-Mo-Si alloys, the precipitate size distributions right after RT irradiation cannot be 
rigorously measured because of the very small precipitate sizes, but extrapolation from the data reported 
in Figures 5.4(c) and 5.9(e) suggest that this initial distribution could be even narrower. The narrow size 
distributions in the RT irradiated samples can be simply rationalized by the mechanisms responsible for 
precipitation during RT irradiation. Atomistic simulations using molecular dynamics indicate that, owing 
to the high immiscibility between Cu and Mo even in the liquid state, Mo clusters form directly by 
random-walk aggregation in liquid Cu during thermal spikes [3]. This aggregation however cannot 
proceed further beyond the size of displacement cascades, ≈ 5 nm for heavy ion irradiations. The 
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existence of this low maximum value is thus expected to prevent the cluster size distribution from 
broadening. 
The classical theory of particle coarsening by Ostwald ripening indicates directly that particle size 
distribution affects the coarsening rate of particle [8] and this effect has been demonstrated both in 
simulations and in experiments  [5, 15-20]. Recent simulations using phase-field modeling [16], for 
instance, showed that particle size distributions with low standard deviation (σ=0.1-0.2) can have 
coarsening rate constants 2 times smaller than those for particle size distributions with larger standard 
deviation (σ=0.5-0.7). Moreover, this difference is larger for systems with smaller precipitate volume 
fractions, which is the case in our experiments. We note however that it would be quite challenging to 
quantify the contribution of narrow PSD to the high thermal coarsening resistance in RT irradiated Cu-
Mo-Si samples. This is task goes beyond the scope of the present study. 
5.3.2 Irradiation induced Mo-Si clustering in Cu-Mo-Si 
 The formation of Mo-Si clusters in RT irradiated Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5 suggests that interactions between Mo 
and Si solutes take place during the thermal spike phase of displacement cascades. As indicated in the 
introduction of this chapter, compound nanoclustering under RT irradiation had already reported once, by 
R. Lokesh et al [21] for the Cu-TiB2 system. In that study, as well as in the present study, the clusters that 
formed during RT irradiation did not match the equilibrium phase expected at low temperature for these 
alloys, but this is not surprising since the formation of these clusters is proposed to result from the 
coagulation of solid-like solute clusters in a liquid-like matrix. Our understanding of what phase and 
composition would be selected for these clusters is currently limited. In Fig. 5.12, we found that the 
composition of clusters at RT irradiation is related to the nominal composition of samples. For higher Si 
concentration, Si-rich clusters formed, whereas for higher Mo concentration, Mo or Mo-rich clusters 
formed. We also stress that the exact phases of these clusters could not be identified, in large part owing 
to their very small size. We will see moreover in Chapter 6, that in the Cu-Nb-Si system, solute-rich 
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clusters do also form under RT irradiation, even though in this case cluster formation is absent or 
negligible for both Cu-Si and Cu-Nb. 
5.3.3 Coarsening of Mo-Si precipitates during high temperature irradiation 
While RT irradiated Cu-Mo-Si samples displayed remarkable resistance during thermal annealing, their 
coarsening resistance during high temperature (HT) irradiation was in fact poorer than during thermal 
annealing, as seen in Fig. 5.8. The Mo-Si clusters that formed during RT Kr irradiation remained ~3 nm 
during annealing at 750 
o
C for 1 hr but Mo silicides increased to ~ 9 nm during Kr irradiation at 650 
o
C 
for 1 hr. An important observation to consider here is that the precipitates that experienced significant 
coarsening where Mo-rich, as illustrated in Fig. 5.8, possibly reaching the composition of the Mo3Si 
compound. This clearly indicates that processes other than coagulation of solute-rich clusters in thermal 
spikes contributed to the formation of these precipitates. It is possible that, during HT irradiation, 
radiation-enhanced diffusion accelerated the diffusion of Mo toward these precipitates. Another puzzling 
result is that coarsening rates in Cu-Mo-Si are in fact larger than those observed for Cu-Mo under the 
same HT irradiation conditions. One hypothesis we propose is that amorphization of Mo silicides under 
irradiation could raise the Gibbs free energy and Mo concentration in Cu matrix locally, which can lead to 
coarsening of the Mo silicide precipitates. Further work is needed to provide a solid fundamental 
understanding of these results, and design alloys with nanoprecipitates that would display high resistance 
to coarsening during both thermal annealing and high temperature irradiation. 
 
5.4 Conclusion 
The coarsening resistance of nanoclusters and nanoprecipitates in the Cu-Mo-Si ternary was investigated. 
It was found that by first irradiating samples at RT, a high number density of small Mo-Si rich 
nanoclusters could be introduced in the Cu-rich matrix, and that these nanoclusters were extremely 
resistant to thermal coarsening at temperatures up to 750 ˚C, as their average diameter remained ≈ 2.9 nm. 
This remarkable thermal coarsening resistance was rationalized by considering two separate effects. First, 
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the chemical affinity between Mo and Si, and the formation of Si-rich phases, was calculated to reduce 
the solubility of Mo in the matrix, and therefore the coarsening rate constant, by several orders of 
magnitude. Second, the mechanisms responsible for the formation of these nanoclusters during RT 
irradiation, via coagulation in thermal spikes, resulted in narrow precipitate size distribution, which is as 
well-known factor in reducing coarsening rates. This effect was in fact even observed in RT irradiated 
Cu-Mo binary alloy. In addition, it was observed that Mo-rich clusters evolved during HT irradiation, and 
that these clusters did not display good coarsening resistance during irradiation, possibly because of 
radiation-enhanced diffusion or amorphization of Mo silicides under HT irradiation. The present work 
indicated that co-clustering and possibly compound formation could happen in thermal spikes in 
appropriate ternary systems. More work is however needed to better understand how alloy chemistry and 
alloy composition influence the composition, and coarsening resistance, of the solute clusters formed 
during RT irradiation.  
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CHAPTER 6  
IRRADIATION-INDUCED NANOCLUSTERS IN CU-NB-SI TERNARY 
6.1 Introduction 
 We extended our previous works on Cu-Mo-Si to Cu-Nb-Si system which is also expected to form Nb-Si 
clusters under RT irradiation and have enhanced coarsening resistance of Nb-Si clusters over Nb clusters.  
Here, the difference from Cu-Mo-Si is that Nb silicides have higher negative heat of formation in 
comparison to Mo silicides, which means the Nb is more likely to form silicides, see Table 6.1. Also, the 
heat of mixing of Cu-Nb is smaller than Cu-Mo so it doesn’t show significant Nb clusters in displacement 
cascades under irradiation [1].  
Cu-Mo-Si 
[kJ/mol of atom] 
Cu-Nb-Si 
[kJ/mol of atom] 
MoSi
2
 -46.1 NbSi
2
 -48.3 
Mo
5
Si
3
 -45.5 Nb
5
Si
3
 -62.2 
Mo
3
Si -33.3   
Table 6.1 Heat of formations of various Mo and Nb silicides [2, 3] 
6.2 Experimental results 
6.2.1 Irradiation-induced nanoclusters in Cu-Nb and Cu-Nb-Si 
 Various compositions of Cu-Nb (Cu98Nb2, Cu96Nb4, Cu93.5Nb6.5) and Cu-Nb-Si (Cu92Nb2Si6, Cu90Nb4Si6, 
Cu88Nb6Si6) samples were prepared and compositions were determined from RBS spectra assuming that 
Nb and Si are in solution after the growth. All samples were irradiated by 1.8 MeV Kr+ ions with 10
16
 
cm
-2
 dose corresponding to ~50 dpa to induce clusters. Overlays of XRD spectra of irradiated Cu-Nb 
binary and Cu-Nb-Si ternary are summarized in Fig.6.1. As a reference, pure Cu was also irradiated and it 
showed 0.1 degree peak shift to higher 2θ angle, possibly due to the strain. In Cu-Nb binary, Cu (111) 
peak shift from 43.3 to 42.8
o
 as Nb nominal concentration increased to 6.5at%. After Kr irradiation at RT, 
Cu (111) peak shifted to higher angles about 0.22
o
 for Cu93.5Nb6.5 which implies that Nb solutes 
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segregated. In Cu-Nb-Si ternary, Cu 111 peak also shifted from 43.3 to 42.8 as Nb composition increase. 
Si is only 2% oversized to Cu and the effect of Si addition on lattice constant is negligible. After Kr 
irradiation at RT, Cu (111) peak shifted to higher angles about 0.34 degree for Cu90Nb4Si6, indicative of 
Nb or Nb-Si clustering similar to Cu-Nb binary. In HAADF-STEM images of Fig. 6.1, indeed, dark-
contrast of Nb-Si clusters were observed in RT irradiated Cu90Nb4Si6, but Nb clusters were hard to detect 
in RT irradiated Cu96Nb4, possibly due to small size of Nb clusters (~1 nm). Residual solubilities of Nb in 
Cu-Nb and Cu-Nb-Si after RT Kr irradiation were estimated by XRD peak shift from as-grown samples 
and summarized in Fig. 6.1(a), Table 6.2 and 6.3. In Cu-Nb-Si ternary samples, the residual solubility of 
Nb after RT irradiations was smaller than in Cu-Nb binary, ~2 at.% for Cu93.5Nb6.5, and ~1 at.% for 
Cu90Nb6Si6, respectively. 
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Figure 6.1 (a) Overlays of XRD spectra and corresponding lattice constants of as-grown and RT irradiated 
Cu-Nb 
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Figure 6.1 (cont.) (b) Overlays of XRD spectra and corresponding lattice constants of as-grown and RT 
irradiated Cu-Nb-Si alloys. HAADF-STEM images of RT irradiated (c) Cu96Nb4 and (d) Cu90Nb4Si6. 
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sample Nb concentration in Cu 
(at%) 
As-grown RTirr 
Cu98Nb2 2.0 ± 0.5 0.6 ± 0.5 
Cu95.5Nb4.5 4.5 ± 0.5 1.8 ± 0.5 
Cu93.5Mo6.5 6.5 ± 0.5 2.2 ± 0.5 
 Table 6.2 Residual Nb solubility in Cu-Nb after RT Kr irradiation 
sample Nb concentration in Cu 
(at%) 
As-grown RTirr 
Cu92Nb2Si6 2.0 ± 0.3 1.0 ± 0.5 
Cu90Nb4Si6 4.0 ± 0.3 1.1 ± 0.5 
Cu88Nb6Si6 6.0± 0.3 1.3 ± 0.5 
Table 6.3 Residual Nb solubility in Cu-Nb-Si after RT Kr irradiation 
 HRSTEM imaging of RT irradiated Cu96Nb4 and Cu90Nb4Si6 was conducted to observe detailed features 
of Nb and Nb-Si clusters. Nb clusters still could not be detected in HRSTEM images of Cu [110] zone 
axis of RT irradiated Cu95.5Nb4.5, see Fig. 6.2(a), possibly due to the small cluster size. In Cu90Nb4Si6, 
dark contrasted areas were observed in HRSTEM image of Cu [110] zone axis after RT irradiation in Fig. 
6.2, suggesting the presence of Si-rich clusters. In Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of HRSTEM images, 
typical nanotwinned Cu [110] zone axis were observed showing twining of Cu (200) plane across the Cu 
(111) habit plane. In IFFT (Inverse FFT) of (200) and twinned (200) displayed clearly boundaries of 
nanotwinned grains. It is also noteworthy that some dark-contrast areas, possibly Nb-Si clusters, were 
observed along the twin boundaries.  
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Figure 6.2 HAADF-HRSTEM image of RT Kr irradiated (a) Cu95.5Nb4.5 and (b) Cu90Nb4Si6 alloys.  Dark 
contrast features, possible Nb-Si clusters, are along twin boundaries.   
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Figure 6.2 (cont.) (c) HAADF-HRSTEM image of RT Kr irradiated Cu90Nb4Si6 alloys.  Dark contrast 
features, possible Nb-Si clusters, are along twin boundaries.   
 RT Kr irradiated Cu95.5Nb4.5 and Cu90Nb4Si6 was annealed at 500 
o
C to investigate the coarsening 
behavior of the possible Nb-Si clusters. They remained less than ~3 nm with high number density 
(~10
23
/m
-3
) and showed no sign of coarsening. It is noteworthy that Nb clusters in RT irradiated 
Cu95.5Nb4.5 displayed much improved coarsening resistance compared to direct annealed Cu95.5Nb4.5, as 
illustrated in the BF-TEM images of Fig.6.3. HRSTEM imaging on RT irradiated and post-annealed at 
500 
o
C Cu90Nb4Si6 was conducted in Cs-corrected JEOL 2200 F to observe Nb-Si clusters.  Two types of 
clusters were observed in atomic resolution STEM images: Si-rich Nb-Si clusters (more than 95% of 
population) and Nb clusters (less than 5% of population). In HRSTEM image of Fig.6.4, dark-contrast 
Nb-Si cluster was observed near twin boundary. STEM-EDS was conducted on the cluster to evaluate the 
composition of the cluster; and the EDS spectra normalized by the Cu K peaks showed higher Nb and Si 
composition compared to Cu matrix. Nb clusters were also observed, however very rarely, as can be seen 
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in Fig. 6.4. The FFT of HRSTEM images of Nb clusters showed that Nb had a Bain orientation 
relationship with matrix. The IFFT from Nb (110) reflection indeed displayed bright contrast from the 
clusters confirming they are likely to be Nb clusters. A Nb silicide precipitate was also observed at grain 
boundaries and its darker-than-matrix contrast in STEM-EDS suggests that the precipitates is the NbSi2 
phase, see the Fig. 6.4(e).  
 
 Figure 6.3 BF-TEM images of RT irradiated (a) Cu95.5Nb4.5 and (b) Cu90Nb4Si6. 
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Figure 6.4 HAADF-HRSTEM images of RT Kr+ irradiated and 500 °C annealed (a) Cu90Nb4Si6. (b) Nb-
Si clusters and EDS. 
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Figure 6.4 (cont.) (c-d) HAADF-HRSTEM images of RT Kr+ irradiated and 500 °C annealed Cu90Nb4Si6. 
Nb clusters near grain boundaries. 
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Figure 6.4 (cont.) (e) HAADF_STEM image of Nb silicides at GB and STEM-EDS on the silicides 
 Cu95.5Nb4.5 binary and Cu90Nb4Si6 ternary samples were also directly annealed at 500 
o
C and 600 
o
C, both 
to compare the coarsening behaviors of pure Nb in Cu95.5Nb4.5 and Nb silicides in Cu90Nb4Si6, and to 
compare with the coarsening behaviors discussed in the previous paragraph for RT irradiated samples.. In 
600 
o
C annealed Cu95.5Nb4.5, STEM images of Fig. 6.5, showed the presence of large Nb precipitates 
(with a bright contrast), some reaching ~50 nm, co-existing with a high density of small (~3 nm) 
precipitates, indicating that Nb precipitates experienced significant coarsening at that temperature in the 
binary alloy. In contrast, in the ternary alloy, dark-contrasted Si-rich Nb-Si precipitates did not grow 
beyond ~15 nm size inside grains and at grain boundaries. In addition their size distribution remained 
relatively narrow. The corresponding precipitate size distributions are reported in the histograms of Fig. 
6.5. In the case of RT irradiated and 500
o
C annealed Cu90Nb4Si6, it revealed much smaller precipitate size 
(~3 nm) with no sign of coarsening as can be seen in the histogram of Fig. 6.5.  
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Figure 6.5 Precipitate size histogram of Nb-Si precipitates in Cu-Nb-Si and Nb precipitates in Cu-Nb. 
6.3. Discussion 
6.3.1 Irradiation-induced Si-rich Nb-Si clustering during RT Kr irradiation 
A first noticeable result is that Nb precipitation was observed after RT irradiation in the Cu-Nb alloys, in 
apparent contradiction with the earlier results reported by Chee et al [1]. It should be realized however 
that the precipitation is very limited, as the Cu(111) peak shift is only 0.16˚ for RT irradiated Cu95.5Nb4.5 
and the Nb clusters are so small that they cannot be imaged by HR-STEM. The second and more 
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important result is that RT irradiation led to the formation of Si-rich Nb-Si nanoclusters in Cu88Nb6Si6. As 
in the Cu-Mo-Si study, HAADF contrast and EDS spot analysis on Si-rich clusters in RT irradiated and 
500°C annealed Cu90Nb4Si6 indicated that these clusters were rich in Si, but it also indicated that they 
contained Nb. The third important result is that these nanoclusters were again very resistant to thermal 
coarsening, compared to the clusters and precipitates that formed in the same alloys after direct annealing. 
One concludes that immiscibility in liquid Cu for one of the two solutes is not a necessary condition for 
RT irradiation to trigger the formation of nanoclusters. Because of the very high stability of the Nb 
silicides (heat of formation: -63.2 kJ/mol of atom for Nb5Si3 and 45.5 kJ/mol of atom for Nb5Si3) [2], it is 
however possible that small Nb-rich and Si-rich clusters can form in displacement cascades, and that, 
once they are formed, they would evolve and grow in a fashion very similar to Mo or Mo-Si clusters in 
irradiated Cu-Mo-Si. In any case, the present results establish that more alloy systems are amenable to 
this type of nanostructuring, which is envisioned at the end of Chap. 6. 
6.3.2 Origin of thermal coarsening resistance of Nb-Si clusters 
 The origins of remarkable coarsening resistance of Nb-Si clusters in RT irradiated Cu90Nb4Si6 appear to 
be similar to those identified in Chap. 5 for Cu-Mo-Si alloys. The effect of particle size distribution is 
clearly seen in Fig. 6.3. Also, Nb solubilities in Cu-Nb-Si ternary were calculated for various two-phase 
and three-phase composition regimes using the CALPHAD method [4]. Thermodynamic parameters used 
in the calculations are summarized in Table 6.4. Solubilities of Nb in Cu-Nb binary and Cu-Nb-Si ternary 
at various temperatures are summarized in Table 6.5 and in Fig. 6.6. As can be seen in Fig. 6.6, the Nb 
solubility in Cu is essentially unchanged when going from Cu-Nb two-phase coexistence to Cu-Nb-Nb3Si 
three-phase coexistence. With further addition of Si, however, once the alloy enters the Cu-Nb5Si3-NbSi2 
three-phase coexistence, the Nb solubility is reduced by more than 4 orders of magnitude at 500 ˚C. The 
ternary alloy Cu90Nb4Si6 falls into the region of equilibrium among Cu solution, Nb5Si3 and NbSi2 and 
thus, if one assumes that the clusters formed during RT irradiation evolved toward these compositions 
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during thermal annealing, it is not surprising that these precipitates would display very good resistance to 
thermal coarsening.  
  
Interaction parameter [kJ/mol of 
atom] 
Reference 
L
fcc
Cu-Nb
  45.7 [5] 
L
bcc
Nb-Cu
  49.5-0.005228T [5] 
L
solid
Nb-Si
 
𝐿0
bcc solid
Nb-Si 
= -151.178 
𝐿1
bcc solid
Nb-Si 
 = -15.915 
𝐿2
bcc solid
Nb-Si 
 = 40 
[6] 
L
solid
Si-Cu
 
𝐿0
solid
Cu-Si 
= -42.2+0.014T 
𝐿1
solid
Cu-Si 
 = -1.102-0.018T 
[7] 
[8] 
1/3 ΔH 
NbSi2
 -53.9 [2] 
1/8  ΔH 
Nb5Si3
 -62.2 [2] 
1/4 ΔH 
Nb3Si
 -33.8 [9] 
1/25  ΔH 
Cu19Si6
 -6.1 [7] 
G
o
fcc Nb
-G
o
bcc Nb
 13.5+0.0017T [10] 
G
o
bcc Cu
-G
o
fcc Cu
 4.017-0.001255T [10] 
G
o
bcc Si
-G
o
dia Si
 47-0.0225T [10] 
G
o
fcc Si
-G
o
dia Si
 51-0.0218T [10] 
Table 6.4 Thermodynamic parameters in Cu-Nb-Si 
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Figure 6.6 Two regimes of phase equilibrium among Cu solution and Nb silicides (upper). The summary 
of Nb solublities in Cu-Nb and Cu-Nb-Si at various temperatures (lower) 
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 Cu-Nb 2. Cu-Nb-Si 
(Nb-Nb
5
Si
3
) 
1. Cu-Nb-Si 
(Nb
5
Si
3
-NbSi
2
) 
400 2.1E-3 2.1E-3 4.9E-9 
500 8.1E-3 8.1E-3 1.1E-7 
650 3.6E-2 3.7E-2 3.5E-6 
750 7.8E-2 7.8E-2 2.1E-5 
 
Table 6.5 Nb solubility in Cu-Mo-Si solutions  
 
6.4. Conclusion 
 The idea to enhance coarsening resistance of precipitates by using highly stable compounds is 
successfully extended from the Cu-Mo-Si alloy system to Cu-Nb-Si. RT irradiation resulted in the 
formation of Si-rich Nb-Si nanoclusters in Cu-Nb-Si ternary and their thermal coarsening resistance was 
studied by XRD and TEM. The Cu (111) Bragg peak shift in XRD spectra and the dark-contrast 
nanofeatures in HAADF-STEM images implied that Si-rich Nb-Si nanoclusters were formed by RT 
irradiation. Since there is no miscibility gap in liquid state in Cu-Nb, this result indicates that the 
formation of complex clusters in displacement cascades can take place in a larger spectrum of alloy 
systems than those identified in the previous chapter. Atomic resolution STEM imaging of Nb-Si clusters 
indicated that some of Nb-Si clusters formed close to twin boundaries. After 500 
o
C annealing for 1hr, the 
Nb-Si clusters remained less then 3nm, showing a resistance to thermal coarsening as remarkable of the 
one identified for Mo-Si clusters in Cu-Mo-Si. According to the Nb solubility calculation using 
CALPHAD method, it is proposed that this high thermal coarsening resistance is in large part due to the 
significantly reduced Nb solubility in Cu-Nb-Si ternary by forming stable Nb silicide formations and also 
narrow particle size distribution of Nb-Si clusters induced by RT irradiation. Detailed structure of the 
clusters were characterized by atomic resolution STEM imaging and EDS, and revealed that there were 
two types of clusters, a large majority of Si-rich Nb-Si clusters and, quite rarely, Nb clusters.  These 
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results demonstrated that enhanced resistance to thermal coarsening can be imparted to nanoprecipitates 
by using low-temperature heavy-ion irradiations in a series of compound forming ternary alloy systems. It 
is anticipated that similar results would be obtained in other ternaries forming silicides, and possibly 
aluminides and nitrides. It will be interesting to test these extensions in future works. 
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CHAPTER 7  
CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES 
 
 We systematically investigated irradiation-induced nanoclusters and their coarsening behaviors in 
compound forming Ni and Cu alloys. Our goal was twofold, first to extend previous research on 
irradiation-induced nanoprecipitation in immiscible binary systems to compound forming systems, and 
second, to enhance coarsening resistance of these precipitates by selecting compounds with high thermal 
stability. Three distinct systems were systematically studied, Ni-W, Cu-Mo-Si and Cu-Nb-Si. In the Ni-W 
binary system, whose phase diagram includes ordered compounds at low temperature and phase 
separation at intermediate temperature, RT Kr+ irradiation and followed by annealing at 850 
o
C was 
found to induce the formation of intragranular Ni2W4C nanocarbides in Ni4W matrix of Ni77W23 alloys 
with a high number density (~10
23
/m
3
) [1]. Interestingly, direct annealing of the same samples resulted in 
the formation of coarser intergranular carbides, with a different crystallographic structure, Ni6W6C. 
Unfortunately, the Ni2W4C intragranular nanocarbides experienced some coarsening during prolonged 
annealing at 850 
o
C.  Moreover controlling the carbide precipitate distribution would be challenging since 
they formed via reaction between Ni, W, and residual C, as no carbon was intentionally added the alloy. 
In the second part of this thesis, we thus switched to Cu-Mo-Si and Cu-Nb-Si systems because of the 
following advantages: the high thermal stability of Mo and Nb silicides was anticipated to enhance 
coarsening resistance; it was possible to directly control the content of the elements forming these 
compounds. In addition, prior results were already available on irradiation-induced nanoprecipitation in 
Cu-Mo and Cu-Nb systems, thus providing references for evaluating the performances of the Cu-Mo-Si 
and Cu-Nb-Si ternary alloys. In the Cu-Mo-Si ternary, we found that Si-rich Mo-Si clusters, 2-3 nm in 
diameter, could form during heavy ion irradiation (Kr+) at RT. In Cu90Mo3.5Si6.5 alloy, chemical analysis 
of these clusters indicate that they were Si-rich, while in Cu84Mo10Si6 alloy these clusters were Mo or very 
Mo-rich. During thermal annealing at elevated temperature, the Si-rich Mo-Si clusters displayed a much 
improved coarsening resistance compared to pure Mo precipitates in Cu-Mo binary as they remained ~3 
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nm in size even after annealing at 750 
o
C for 1hr. This remarkable coarsening resistance is attributed to 
the reduced solubility of Mo in Cu-Mo-Si by about 1.5 to 3 orders of magnitude and to the narrow initial 
particle size distribution after RT irradiation. In the Cu-Nb-Si system, unlike Cu-Mo-Si, the immiscibility 
between Cu and the refractory bcc metal (Nb) is moderate, e.g., Cu and Nb are miscible in the liquid state. 
This lower immiscibility was initially seen as a potential hindrance to the formation of nanoclusters in 
displacement cascades. Our results showed, however, that despite this difference, RT irradiation could 
still produce a high number density of Si-rich Nb-Si nanoclusters. As in Cu-Mo-Si, these Nb-Si clusters 
displayed remarkable resistance to thermal coarsening. These findings suggest that low-temperature 
irradiation could be used to trigger the formation of nanoprecipitates in a fairly large range of compound-
forming systems, and that these alloys could be optimized to produce nanoprecipitates with remarkable 
resistance to thermal coarsening. We note also that past results showed that low-temperature heavy-ion 
irradiation and plastic deformation tend to induce similar precipitation reactions, so it seems reasonable to 
propose that these coarsening resistances could also be obtained by processing suitable alloys by low 
temperature deformation processes such as ball milling or high pressure torsion. Further work is needed to 
investigate this hypothesis. 
Lastly, during the course of this research, the results we obtained raised several fundamental questions 
that could not be addressed due to time constraints but could be considered in the future. In particular, 
there is a current lack of understanding of the factors controlling the composition of the nanoclusters 
formed during low temperature irradiation. In all three systems we investigated, Ni-W-C, Cu-Mo-Si and 
Cu-Nb-Si, the phase or composition of these clusters is not the one predicted from the equilibrium phase 
diagram. Attractive chemical interactions between solute atoms certainly play a role in stabilizing these 
nanoclusters, but it would useful to better understand and control this intracascade stabilization. A second 
interesting question relates to the relative poor coarsening resistance of the above nanoclusters during 
high temperature irradiation. In that case, however, the composition of the nanoclusters is quite distinct, 
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richer in refractory metal, and we do not know whether, for some compositions, Si-rich clusters could 
remain stable and resist coarsening. 
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